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ABSTRACTS


I. GOALS

The overall focus of this project has been to understand the cellular and molecular biology of neuroma formation as a complication of damage to peripheral nerves. Several objectives have been clarified: 1) to establish in vitro models of cell lines of fibroblasts from normal peripheral nerves and neuromas that can be used to uncover the molecular mechanisms of the peripheral nerve fibroblast response to damage; 2) to understand the interactions of fibroblasts of peripheral nerve origin with cell signaling molecules in the neural environment after an injury and during the repair process; and 3) to understand the origin of pain that accompanies neuroma formation.

It is not known how the cellular physiology of the entrapped nerve endings is affected by the dense collagenous mass of tissue that makes up the neuroma. However, it is clear that abnormalities develop in gated ion channels in the entrapped nerve endings and that the neuroma is formed by an exaggerated fibroblast response to nerve damage. Studies using fibroblasts cultured from peripheral human nerves have shown that these cells express basic fibroblast growth factor and its receptor. Immunohistochemical studies and quantitative Western blots have shown that basic fibroblast growth factor and its receptor are found in all tissue samples taken directly from human neuromas. The goal of these ongoing studies is to elucidate the mechanisms that regulate the activities of these cells in injury and repair and ultimately to determine potential approaches to modification of these mechanisms that may prevent the development of neuromas and their associated morbidities in traumatized tissues.

II. INTRODUCTION

Peripheral nerve injuries are among the most common injuries. There is a substantial
incidence of this type of injury in the armed forces, where they have a debilitating effect on personnel; these injuries are also common in the general population as a result of motor vehicle accidents and violence. The outcome of repair of these injuries may be unsatisfactory in as many as 30-40% of cases; the result is a loss of motor function and reduced sensory capability. These complications can develop as part of the healing response after trauma and sometimes as a side effect of surgical repair; they are caused by the accumulation of cells and extracellular matrix at the site of injury, forming what is usually called a neuroma. In this study, it is hypothesized that the exaggerated healing response of the neural fibroblasts is driven by the cellular response to extracellular signals. The situation is further complicated by the local cellular environment, which may compartmentalize cell signaling molecules and cell interactions that are unique to the peripheral nerve, in which case growth factors and cytokines may be of primary importance. It is also hypothesized that cellular involvement could be altered in order to provide more normal healing with better functional recovery. Understanding the intracellular signaling pathway in these cells after trauma may provide a window for determining cellular actions that ultimately result in a neuroma.

To accomplish these objectives, we have worked simultaneously at several different levels. The first has been to understand the cellular mechanisms that may be operating in the mature human peripheral nerve neuroma. As reported in previous years, the only growth factor family commonly found in human neuroma tissue is that of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF or FGFII) and its receptor (FGF-R). Although an extensive search for a number of other growth factors, including acidic fibroblast growth factor (aFGF or FGFI), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), transforming growth factor beta 1 (TNFβ-1), as well as important cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1) and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), was carried out using Western blots, only barely detectable amounts of
some and none at all of others were found. The absence of both IL-1 and TNF-\(\alpha\) in the human neuroma suggests that the mature peripheral neuroma (six months or more post injury) is not characterized by an ongoing inflammatory process. However, the neuroma may be characterized as a poorly vascularized, encapsulated fibrous matrix and this matrix may be slightly acidic and hypoxic due to the lack of vascularity. In support of this characterization is the finding that the neuroma, which develops uniquely in the proximal part of the nerve stump, is a complex interaction of several cell types including growing neurites.

In the first year of this project, fibroblast cell lines were established from tissue specimens of human neuromas and leftover normal nerve used in surgical repair. These cell lines were grown to passage 5-6; at these passage numbers, cell morphology in culture remained stable. Several of these cell lines have been maintained for the entire period of this project and will remain a resource. Fibroblasts from the internal part of the nerve are thought to be the most important for neuroma formation; therefore, particular care was taken to ensure that the cells cultured were from the internal or endoneurial portion of the normal nerve or neuroma. It was found that the fibroblast cell lines from neuromas did not grow with the vitality of some other fibroblast cell lines. For this reason, one study included in this year’s report, which involved an inhibitor of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), was performed using a fibroblast cell line from the human cornea. It was found that the acidic S-100 protein was not reliable to differentiate fibroblasts from Schwann cells, as fibroblasts from several human tissues stain for this protein. However, the low affinity nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR) antibody was able to consistently differentiate these cells types. Schwann cells from both normal human nerve and neuromas were found to stain with the NGFR antibody.

As mentioned above, the other focus of the first year was the collection of human neuroma
tissue for analysis of growth factors and cytokines. This project was carried over into year two. The method of choice for this analysis was Western blot. Initially, mRNA was collected from the small pieces of tissue that were provided for this purpose. Tissue taken from the operating room was used partially for histopathology and also for the ion channel analysis studies. However, transmission electron microscopy of neuroma samples showed that the cellularity of neuromas is very variable. For this reason, the amount of RNA obtained was often too small for probing, considering the number of growth factors and cytokines that needed to be tested for. This problem made it unlikely that consistent results could be obtained. Because Western blots could be reprobed at least 2-3 times, this approach was adopted. The results of these studies were presented at the Sunderland Society meeting, an organization dedicated to the understanding of the complications of peripheral nerve injury and surgery.

In year two, the analysis of tissue samples continued. The origin of bFGF (or FGFII) was further investigated using double labeling of passage 1-2 mixed cultures and immunotransmission electron microscopy. Fibroblasts and Schwann cells were found to be positive for the growth factor; however, only the fibroblasts were found to be positive for the receptor. Schwann cells were found to make up no more than 20% of these cultures. Acidic FGF (or FGF1) was not found. Immunoelectron microscopy was carried out using two sizes of gold particles, one for the receptor and another for the growth factor. Micrographs of neuroma fibroblasts were obtained depicting the localization of growth factor and receptor arrayed along the cell membrane. This suggested that interactions between Schwann cells and fibroblasts are probably important during neuroma formation.

In year three of this project, experiments continued on the intracellular signaling pathways.
The focus of this work was to determine the effects of an inhibitor of the pathway that leads to cell proliferation, the MAPK pathway. In addition, experiments on stretch injury to the brachial plexus were begun. Brachial plexus injuries are complicated due to the possibility of avulsion injury, as well as neuroma formation. Avulsion injuries occur at the interface of the peripheral and central nervous system and often lead to permanent disability.

In the fourth (current) year of this project, work in three areas is submitted. The first is the analysis of PD98059 on the components of the MAPK pathway and the expression of the fos gene and Fos protein expression. An important aspect of this study is that it clearly links growth factor stimulation with activation of the MAPK pathway, fos gene expression, and cell proliferation. Moreover, the study shows that blocking a single phosphorylation step immediately upstream from MAPK blocks all of the downstream effects. The results suggest that this low molecular weight compound is very effective at reducing the effect of growth factors without being toxic. This study has been submitted for publication.

Following the in vivo application of this compound in an experimental neuroma model in the rat, it will be tested in the primate model of the human neuroma that was developed in year two. The rat is not a good model of a neuroma as rat nerves regenerate with tremendous vigor; however, the rat model will be used to check for nerve toxicity.

The second area of emphasis has been to continue the studies of stretch injury to the brachial plexus. The effects of two types of nerve injuries -- a distal transection and a stretch injury -- on cells of the spinal cord were compared using immunohistochemistry to detect the presence of the Fos protein. The number of cells positive for Fos expression was significantly increased after a stretch injury in all lamina of the cord. However, after distal transection, the increase in the numbers of Fos-
positive cells was found primarily in the dorsal horn of the cord. In these types of injuries, the therapeutic window may be related to the duration of immediate gene expression and Fos is an important transcription factor for later events such as cell death. The results of this study are being submitted for publication.

Almost all stretch injury models, including the one used in our studies over the past year, are non-quantitative and/or require a surgical approach. A quantitative model that does not require surgical intervention is in the early stages of testing, with promising results thus far. In this model, an anesthetized rat is placed in a novel device that provides a controlled acceleration to one forelimb. The parameters can be varied to apply a light stretch or a stretch sufficient to provide avulsion. This work is continuing, with studies on apoptosis and Fos expression planned. In addition, using an bioengineering approach, plans are underway to study nerve stress, as well as other parameters, during the application of the injury procedure. This model is valuable as it also allows measurements of behavioral outcomes and the effects of various types of therapeutic interventions to be correlated with detailed studies of the molecular response of the cells of the spinal cord to stretch injuries of variable intensity.
III. MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE IN GROWTH FACTOR STIMULATION OF HUMAN CORNEAL FIBROBLAST PROLIFERATION AND THE EFFECT OF AN INHIBITOR

INTRODUCTION

Corneal cells express the message for several growth factors and their receptors, including bFGF, EGF, and PDGF (1,2). Injury to the cornea may change the regulation of these messages as part of the wound response; however, the protein found at the injury site can result from local release from cells, release from inflammatory cells, or from the tears (3-5). The therapeutic use of the growth factors has been evaluated in vivo by direct application of the growth factor to the cornea or by application to corneal cells in culture. The results of such studies have shown that these growth factors may accelerate epithelial and stromal healing, improve wound strength, and modulate the wound healing response after a variety of corneal injuries (6-12). Receptors for some growth factors have been detected in all layers of the cornea, and expression of their mRNA was detected in the tissue and in cultured cells (1,3).

Stromal cells after injury are activated and transformed into fibroblasts which may proliferate and secrete extracellular matrix and collagen, both of which are believed to be important steps in the repair process (13-15). However, for growth factors to be effective, they must bind to the appropriate membrane receptor, which triggers a cascade of protein phosphorylation directed to the nucleus where the final products mediate the regulation of gene expression. Previous studies have demonstrated that growth factors can promote proliferation of human diploid FS-4 skin fibroblasts, NIH 3T3 cells, and other cell types through binding of membrane tyrosine kinase receptors and subsequent activation of components of the MAP kinase cascade (16-19). The mitogenic-activated
protein kinases (MAPK), also called extracellular signal regulated kinases (ERKs), are found as two isoforms (ERK\(_1\), 44 kDa; ERK\(_2\), 42 kDa). Activation occurs as a result of phosphorylation of threonine and tyrosine residues.

Mutations in the regulatory domain of MEK (the upstream kinase from MAPK) and MAP kinase have been used to demonstrate direct linkage of these enzymes to proliferation. Over-expression of non-activated forms of MEK-1 in 3T3 cells significantly reduced their proliferation rate, which was correlated to a similar reduction in MAP kinase activity (19,20). On the other hand, increasing basal levels of MAP kinase activity can accelerate proliferation. Activated MAP kinase translocates into the nucleus and increases DNA synthesis by participating in the production of c-fos protein, a product of the immediate early gene. Fos protein is critical for reentry of quiescent fibroblasts into the cell cycle, and activation of MAP kinase is closely related with the G0/G1 transition of the cell cycle in fibroblasts (21-25). In the present study, we show that the growth factors bFGF, EGF, and PDGF-bb can initiate human corneal fibroblast proliferation by activation of the MAP kinase cascade and upregulate c-fos gene expression. However, an inhibitor of MEK prevents these actions. These results may be involved in the intracellular mechanisms that regulate the responses of these cells after injury to the cornea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and Stimulation

Human corneas were obtained from the eye bank (NDRI). The epithelium was removed and the corneas were cut into 2 x 2 x 2 mm\(^3\) pieces and cultured in DMEM medium (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) containing 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/ml/penicillin, 100 µg/ml
streptomycin, and maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO₂. The cells (about 1x10⁶ cells at passage 5 to 10) were seeded in 100 mm polystyrene tissue culture dishes and allowed to grow to confluence. The medium was changed to essential medium containing 0.3% FBS for 24 hr and then changed to serum-free medium for another 24 hr. The quiescent cells were treated by adding 10 ng/ml bFGF (UBI, Lake Placid, NY), 20 ng/ml EGF, 20 ng/ml PDGF-bb, and 300 ng/ml PMA (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) at 37°C for 15 min. These were added alone or in combination with inhibitor PD 98059 (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) (26,27), at 10 μM for 30 min pretreatment. The inhibitor was solubilized in DMSO. To equalize any potential effect of DMSO in the experiments in our study, the same amount of DMSO was added to the normal control cells and to the growth factor-treated cells. The cells were washed three times with ice-cold PBS and scraped into 300 μl lysis buffer containing 25 mM HEPES at pH 7.7, 0.3 M NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM DTT, 20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 0.1 mM Na₃VO₃, 2 μg/ml of leupeptin, and 100 μg/ml of PMSF. The lysis was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant was collected and stored at -70°C.

**Protein Kinase Assay**

The protein kinase activity in the cells was determined using myelin basic protein (MBP) as the substrate. The procedure used was similar to that previously used: 15 μl of cell extract, 10μl (2 μg/μl) MBP (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO), 15 μl reaction buffer mixture containing 70 mM b-glycerophosphate, 10 mM NaF, 0.6 mM EDTA, 15 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM DTT, 2 μCi of [γ-³²P] ATP (ICN, Irvine, CA), and 10 μM ATP (28). Tubes were vortexed gently and incubated at 30°C for 10 min. The reaction was stopped by putting 20 μl of the kinase assay mixture onto p81, 2 x 2 cm²
phospho-cellulose papers. The papers were washed in 0.75% phosphoric acid for 15 min with three changes of the buffer. After rinsing the papers in acetone for 5 min, each paper was transferred into a scintillation vial, and radiolabel incorporation was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

**In Gel Protein Kinase Assay**

The procedure used was similar to that previously published (29). In brief, 20 μl of cell extract and 10 μl of kinase loading buffer were mixed, boiled for 3 min, and subjected to 10% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis containing MBP at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. After electrophoresis, the gel was treated in a buffer containing 20% isopropanol, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, for 60 min, with one change of the buffer. The protein in the gels was denatured at room temperature in a buffer containing 6 M quinidine-HCl, 5mM β-mercaptoethanol, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, for one hr, with one change of the buffer. The protein was then renatured at 4°C in a buffer containing 0.04% Tween-40, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 50 mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.0, for 16 hr, with several changes of the buffer. For the protein kinase assay, the gel was preincubated with kinase assay buffer: 10mM MgCl₂, 15 mM glycerophosphate, 0.3 mM Na₂VO, 0.1 mM EGTA, 2 mM DTT, and 20 mM Tris, pH 7.2. The reaction was initiated by changing the preincubation buffer to a fresh kinase buffer containing 50 μM ATP and 10 μCi/ml [γ-³²P] ATP. After reacting at 37°C for 30 min, the gel was washed extensively with 5% trichloroacetic acid and 1% sodium pyrophosphate, and then dried for autoradiography.

**Immunoprecipitation MAP Kinase Assay**

A polyclonal antibody to activated MAP kinase (Promega, Madison, WI) was incubated with
protein A-agarose (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in binding buffer for 30 min, then an equal volume of the immunocomplex of antibody-protein A-agarose was added into each sample, the volume of which was diluted to 700 μl and incubated at 4°C for 4 hr, pelleted, and washed three times with binding buffer. The precipitated MAP kinase was reacted with MBP in 50 μl kinase buffer containing 5 μCi of \( ^{32}P \) ATP, 10 μM ATP at 30°C for 10 min. The reaction was stopped by adding 30 μl of 2x kinase sample buffer. After boiling for three min, 20 μl of each sample was subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. The gel was then dried and exposed to film.

**Immunoblotting**

Equal volumes of cell lysate were loaded onto each lane of a 12% polyacrylamide gel. Following electrophoresis, protein in the gel was transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and blocked with 5% non-fat milk in a buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, and probed with a primary antibody to MAP kinase in the same fresh buffer at 4°C overnight. The membrane was washed in the buffer several times and incubated in the buffer containing secondary antibody labeled with horse radish peroxidase for 2 hr at room temperature. After washing, the immunocomplexes on the membrane were detected with an ECL kit (Amersham Life Sci., Buckinghamshire, England).

**RT-PCR Measurement of c-fos Gene Expression**

The human corneal fibroblasts were treated as above for growth factor stimulation. For detection of c-fos mRNA expression, the experiment of nested RT-PCR was designed as previously described (30,31). Total RNA was extracted by using TRI regent (Molecular Research Center, INC,
Cincinnati, OH). After determination of the RNA concentration, the sample was adjusted to obtain 0.25 μg/μl RNA, then 3μg of total RNA was denatured at 70°C for 10 min and subjected to reverse transcription for synthesis of cDNA by using Superscript TM II (Gibco BRL). Then, 2μg cDNA was subjected to PCR, which was amplified in 100 μl of reaction buffer containing 10 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.3, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl, 1.25 mM of each dNTP, 2.5 units of Taq DNA polymerase, (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA), and 15 pmol of ‘outer’ primers (sense 5-AAGGTGGAACAGGTGAGGAAC-3\'), antisense 5'-TTGAGGAGAGCCAGGTGAAG-3') and human glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) primer (sense 5'-GTCATCATCTCAGCCCCCTCCTC-3', antisense 5'-CTAAGCCCCCTCCCCCTCCTCCAG-3') at 94°C for 1 min, 62°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 mins with 30 cycles. The first round PCR products were diluted to 1:100. The nested PCR was carried out by using 2 μl of diluted PCR products as inner primer with target sequences: sense 5-CAAACGGAGGGAGCTGAC -3', antisense 5'-GATCAAGGGAAGCCACAGACA-3' under the same condition with 30 cycles, human (GAPDH) primers at 94°C for 1 min, 62°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 mins with 30 cycles. Finally, both nested PCR and control products were separated by electrophoresis on a 1.0% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. Using these primers, the predicted size of the c-fos amplicon DNA is 317 bp in human tissue and the size of GAPDH is 419 bp.

Radioimmunoprecipitation Assay of Fos Protein Synthesis

Human corneal fibroblasts were grown to confluence and continued for another 16 hr in serum-free, D-MEM medium without methionine and supplemented with 2 mM glutamine (32). The cells were treated with a growth factor or a growth factor in combination with inhibitor (as detailed
above) for 15 min, then 100 \( \mu \text{Ci/ml} \) of \( ^{35} \text{S}-\text{methionine} \) (Dupont NEN, Boston, MA) was added for another 15 min. The medium was removed and cells were washed three times with ice-cold Trisaline, pH 7.4, and immediately lysed in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, and 0.1% SDS. The lysate was centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 10000 rpm and the supernatant collected. An equal amount of radioactivity (4 x 10^6 cpm) was used for radioimmunoprecipitation. A polyclonal antibody (rabbit IgG) to \( c-fos \) protein (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) was bound to protein A agarose complex. The supernatant was incubated with this complex at 4°C for 4 hr and pelleted with three washings to remove non-specific binding. The \( c-fos \) proteins labeled with \( ^{35} \text{S}-\text{methionine} \) were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. The gel was dried and exposed to film.

Cell Proliferation

Cells were seeded in 12-well plates, grown to confluence, changed to 0.5 ml/well of an essential medium containing 0.3% FBS, and continually incubated at 37°C for 24 hr. Cells were used for the following experimental groups: 1) growth factor stimulation; 2) growth factor stimulation and MEK inhibitor; and 3) normal control cells that did not receive either manipulation. Growth factor treatment to stimulate cellular proliferation was for 20 hr. For the final 4 hr, 0.5 \( \mu \text{Ci} \) of \( ^{3} \text{H}-\text{thymidine} \) (ICN Irvine, CA) or \( ^{3} \text{H}-\text{thymidine} \) with the inhibitor was added. The medium was removed, and the cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed with 5% TCA, resolved in 2% SDS, then transferred into scintillation counting vials. Radioactive incorporation was determined by scintillation counting.
RESULTS

Growth Factors Activate MAP Kinase in Human Corneal Fibroblasts

MAP kinase activation induced by bFGF, EGF, or PDGF-bb was evaluated by measuring phosphorylation of MBP, a relatively specific substrate for MAP kinase in vitro. Activation following growth factor exposure was compared with PMA, a potent activator of MAP kinase (33). After stimulation for 15 min, the activity of the kinase was increased, in contrast to cells treated with inhibitor, where the kinase activity remained at essentially the same levels as in the untreated controls (Fig. 1).

We measured MAP kinase activation in a gel containing a substrate, MBP, which allows the determination of the phosphorylation of MBP by the kinase in situ. The results showed two bands migrating at 42 kDa and 44 kDa, which correspond to two isoforms of MAP kinase (Fig. 2). Several bands at higher molecular weight may be protein kinases which can also phosphorylate MBP. However, in order to specifically determine if this protein kinase is MAP kinase, immunoblotting and the immunoprecipitation kinase assay were used to demonstrate that the activated protein kinase is MAP kinase. The differences in the production of the activated form of the kinase in the presence of growth factors with and without inhibitor are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

The results of this experiment showed that the molecular species of MAPK activated by growth factors was the same as that induced following treatment with PMA.

Activation of the MAP Kinase Pathway Induces c-fos

Fos proteins play a critical role in fibroblast proliferation and have been thought of as key components of the transcription factor complex, AP-1. Moreover, activation of MAP kinase has been
shown to be correlated to the initiation of cell cycle transition and proliferation. These experiments were designed to investigate the relationship between MAP kinase activity, c-fos gene expression and Fos protein production. To rule out any artificial events in RT-PCR experiments, a "housekeeping" gene, GAPDH, was used as a control under the same condition in all reaction steps. The data indicated that the RT-PCR results were of high quality and reliable. An increase in c-fos mRNA expression was found following growth factor stimulation, but in the cells exposed to the MEK inhibitor, the amount of c-fos mRNA expression remained at the control level (Fig. 5). Downstream of c-fos mRNA expression, Fos protein production was determined by $^{35}$S-methionine uptake. The results showed a significant increase in the production of Fos protein in cells treated with growth factors. In contrast, in the cells that were treated with growth factors but had the activation of the MAP kinase pathway blocked with the MEK inhibitor, protein production was much lower, compared with the cells that did not undergo the inhibition treatment (Fig. 6). In this procedure, radioimmunoprecipitation was used to detect the amount of $^{35}$S-methionine uptake in the cells. Fos protein measured here was newly synthesis in the cells. The results of RT-PCR and $^{35}$S-methionine uptake indicated that activated MAP kinase can upregulate c-fos gene expression and protein production in human corneal fibroblasts, but inhibition of MAP kinase phosphorylation can abolish both c-fos gene expression and protein production, even in the presence of growth factors.

**Activation of the MAP Kinase Pathway and Cell Proliferation**

We have demonstrated that growth factors can induce an increase in the phosphorylation of p42 and p44 MAPK, and that PD98059 can inhibit MAP kinase activation and abolish Fos protein production in human corneal fibroblasts. However, the increase in c-fos protein accumulation
following growth factor stimulation must be shown to be related to cell proliferation since Fos protein production has been shown to be associated with cell differentiation as well as apoptotic cell death. We next used $^3$H-thymidine uptake to determine if the increase in c-fos protein accumulation after activation of MAP kinase is associated with cell proliferation. The results of this experiment showed that growth factors enhance $^3$H-thymidine uptake dramatically; however, $^3$H-thymidine incorporation induced by growth factor stimulation was abolished by inhibiting MAP kinase activation with PD98059, as was Fos protein production by pretreatment with the inhibitor of the enzyme activating MAPK (Fig. 7). This result suggested that activation of the MAP kinase pathway is required for the mitogenic effect of the growth factors on human corneal fibroblasts.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of the present study have confirmed that bFGF, EGF, and PDGF-bb induce a rapid activation of MAP kinase in human corneal fibroblasts. The criteria for this have included increased phosphorylation of MBP *in vitro* by treated crude cell extracts and by the proteins immunoprecipitated from the extracts with a specific antibody to MAP kinase. The substrate for MAP kinase was also phosphorylated at 44 kDa and 42 ka in SDS gels. Two high-density bands were detected in the cells treated with growth factors using a specific antibody to activated MAP kinase. On the other hand, in the cells treated with growth factors and the inhibitor, there was little change in the kinase activity when compared to non-stimulated cells. These results strongly suggest that the activated kinase detected is MAP kinase.

The growth factors treated in this study activate different membrane-associated receptors (35-38). bFGF binds preferentially to FGFR-1 and FGFR-2, which have been found to be expressed in
human corneal fibroblasts. The receptor for EGF is a 170 kDa transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor which was detected in full-thickness cornea tissues by immunofluorescence staining and expressed in corneal fibroblasts. PDGF-bb is an isoform that is a potent mitogen and can bind to both a and b receptor subtypes. However, only PDGFR-b has been shown to be expressed in human corneal fibroblasts (3). The receptors of these growth factors are characteristic for tyrosine kinase activity, and there is a great degree of commonality in the types of receptors for intracellular signaling pathways initiated by the proteins. Binding of these growth factors to the extracellular domain of the receptor activates the tyrosine kinase in the cytoplasmic domain, leading to downstream activation of a number of signaling molecules including Ras, Raf, MEK, and MAP kinase (34-39). In the MAP kinase pathway, there are three protein kinase cascades consisting of a serine/threonine protein kinase; MAPKKK, which activates a dual-specific protein kinase; and MAPKK (or MEK), which in turn phosphorylates MAP kinase. Introduction of an anti-Ras antibody or deletion of the Ras gene can block this signal transduction pathway and eliminate the effects of these growth factors (38,39). This indicates that bFGF, EGF, and PDGF-bb activate common upstream component or components, and commonality in the downstream MEK1 component is shown in the present study by the fact that the inhibitor blocked the stimulatory effects on all of the anticipated outcomes of MAP kinase activation.

Previous studies indicate that activated MAP kinase can translocate into the nucleus, where it regulates *c-fos* gene expression and *c-fos* protein production (23,40). The Fos protein and pre-existing Jun protein form a hetero-dimer, which forms the AP-1 transcription factor, resulting in high levels of AP-1 DNA binding activity (23,24,41). The *c-fos* protein has been implicated as a key molecule in cell proliferation, differentiation, and transformation, but Fos protein has also been
associated with apoptotic cell death in response to cellular injury (42,43). That study suggested that Fos protein plays a causal role in the activation of apoptosis in a p53-dependent manner, but the Fos protein functioning as a transcriptional repressor is not newly synthesized (42).

Our study demonstrated that growth factors activate MAP kinase; subsequently, activated MAP kinase can enhance Fos protein accumulation, which was confirmed to be a newly synthesized protein by radioimmunoprecipitation assay with 35S-methionine uptake. This suggestion is reinforced by the parallel experiment, which showed that the inhibitor blocks activation of MAP kinase and abolishes Fos protein and c-fos message production, as well as DNA synthesis. We observed that growth factors activate MAP kinase, which is associated with an increase in protein production and DNA synthesis in human corneal fibroblasts. This result is in agreement with previous observations that cell cycle transition into proliferation is related to activation of MAP kinase. MAP kinase also enhances the activity of transcriptional factor AP-1 by upregulation of c-fos protein production (23). The phenomena of a parallel relationship between MAP kinase activity and the mitogenic effect suggested that activation of MAP kinase is required for growth factor stimulation to drive human corneal fibroblast proliferation. This signal transduction pathway serves to link the signals from the cellular surface into cytoplasmic and nuclear events. Experiments that have injected oncogenic Ras or Raf into quiescent fibroblasts have shown stimulation of DNA synthesis in the absence of the growth factors, bFGF, EGF, or PDGFbb (44-48). This suggests commonality of upstream components from MAPK and the activation of nuclear events; however, intracytoplasmic activation remains to be completely elucidated.

Investigations in vivo and in vitro have demonstrated that growth factors accelerate corneal wound healing in a variety of ways including an increasing activity and growth of cells in all corneal
layers and by enhancement of corneal tensile strength (4,11,49). Growth factors can promote stromal fibroblasts to migrate to the site of injury, proliferate, and then synthesize extracellular matrix molecules, such as collagen (7). On the other hand, growth factors also stimulate the synthesis of fibronectin, hyaluronic acid, and collagenase, and cell adhesion and migration also require activation of MAP kinase (50). The results of this study and previous investigations suggest a mechanism of how growth factors act to regulate these important cellular functions. Initially, growth factors bind to tyrosine receptors on the cell membrane triggering autophosphorylation of the cytoplasmic domain of the receptor and downstream activation of the MAP kinase cascade. Serial phosphorylation of intracellular protein cascades with nuclear translocation results in the upregulation of c-fos gene transcription and the Fos protein product with increased AP-1 activity. The subsequent activation of a large number of genes required for DNA synthesis moves the cell into a round of cell division, increasing the activity of the wound response. However, it should be borne in mind that in vivo responses to injury are complex biological processes and more sophisticated mechanisms will probably be discovered in future studies.
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**FIGURE LEGENDS**

Fig. 1. Growth factors induce and MEK1 inhibitor prevents phosphorylation of myelin basic protein (MBP). Human corneal fibroblasts were treated with 10 ng/ml bFGF, 20 ng/ml EGF, 20 ng/ml PDGF-bb, and 300 ng/ml PMA alone for 15 min or in combination with inhibitor (I). Gross cell lysates were incubated in kinase assay buffer containing [γ-^32^P] ATP and MBP. Phosphorylation of MBP was determined by the protein kinase assay. Statistical analysis (Student’s t-test) showed that growth factor-treated cells demonstrated greater amounts of MAPK activity, compared to control cells (p=0.05 or better for all cases). Inhibition of MAPK activity was significant in all situations (bFGF, p=0.04; EGF, p=0.01; PDGF, p=0.04; PMA, p=0.01).

Fig. 2. The inhibitor blocks growth factor activation of 44 kDa and 42 kDa protein kinases. In these experiments, 20 μl of cell extract were subjected to 10% polyacrylamide gel containing 0.1 mg/ml of MBP. After electrophoresis, the gel was treated as indicated in Materials and Methods and the protein kinase was detected. Right side of panel indicates molecular weight.

Fig. 3. The inhibitor PD98059 abolished growth factor increases of the active form of MAP kinase. Equal volumes of cell lysates, treated or untreated, were separated by 12% SDS-PAGE. The protein in the gel was transferred onto a membrane and blocked with a primary antibody specific to the active form of MAP kinase, p44MAPK and p42MAPK. The immunocomplex on the membrane was detected with a secondary antibody labeled with horseradish peroxidase.
Fig. 4. PD98059 inhibition of growth factor-induced activation of MAP kinase. Anti-MAP kinase antibody was bound to protein A-agarose beads, and this complex was incubated with diluted cell lysate at 4°C for 4 hours. The precipitated MAP kinase protein was assayed by the phosphorylation of MBP by the presence of [γ-32P] ATP. The phosphorylated MBP was resolved in SDS-PAGE and dried for autoradiography.

Fig. 5. Regulation of c-fos gene expression in human corneal fibroblasts. The cells were treated as described in Materials and Methods and total RNA was extracted from the cells. Nested RT-PCR was carried out with GAPDH as an internal control. PCR products were resolved in a 1% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. The predicted size of the c-fos amplicon DNA is 317 bp and GAPDH is 419 bp. DNA base pair ladder markers are provided to the left of the panel.

Fig. 6. Inhibition of MAP kinase activation and elimination of c-fos protein synthesis. Confluent cells were starved in serum- and methionine-free medium for 16 hours, and treated with growth factors or growth factors plus inhibitor for 15 min. Then 35S-methionine was added for another 15 min and lysated. Equal amounts of radioactivity were used for immunoprecipitation with antibody to Fos protein. The immune-complexes were subjected to SDS-PAGE and exposed to film.

Fig. 7. Human corneal fibroblast proliferation requires activation of MAP kinase. The cells grown to confluence were cultured in medium containing growth factors for 20 hours. For the final 4 hours, 3H-thymidine or 3H-thymidine with inhibitor (I) was added, the cells were washed, fixed with 5% TCA, resolved in 2% SDS, and transferred into scintillation counting. The means and standard errors
for three independent experiments are shown. Statistical analysis showed that cell proliferation was significantly increased by the presence of the growth factor or PMA ($p=0.03$ or greater).
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IV. Expression of c-fos Protein in the Spinal Cord After Brachial Plexus Injury: A Comparison of Root Avulsion with Distal Nerve Transection

SUMMARY

To simulate an injury of the brachial plexus, adult male rats underwent an experimental injury while under transient anesthesia produced by halothane inhalation. The brachial plexus was lesioned by either root avulsion close to the spinal cord in one group, or distal nerve transection in the second group. The rats quickly revived, remained awake until sacrifice at 30, 60 and 120 min post-operatively. In rats with avulsive injury, traumatic sites on the dorsal horn and the ventral horn of the spinal cord were microscopically detected. Expression of c-fos protooncogene in the spinal cord was detected by immuno-cytochemistry for the Fos product. The two experimental groups were compared with each other and with the sham control animals at the same survival times. An increase in Fos-like immunoreactivity (FLI) in cells of the spinal cord at levels C4 to T1 was detected at 30 min after nerve transection or root avulsion. The number of FLI-positive cells continued to rise at 60 and 120 min post-nerve injury (p=0.001). FLI-positive cells compared at level C7 in laminae 1-2, 3-4, and 5-10 after the two treatments were found to be significantly more abundant after avulsion injury (p=0.0001); also, the number of positive cells continued to increase over time after injury (p=0.001). At all levels, both experimental groups demonstrated significantly greater numbers of positive cells than the controls; the group with nerve root avulsion showed significantly (p = 0.0001) greater increases in positive cells compared with the group with distal nerve transection. These results suggest that nerve root avulsion of the spinal cord leads to heightened and prolonged expression of c-fos and potentially, transcription of new messages for cell recovery, cell survival, or cell death.
INTRODUCTION

Peripheral nerve damage is often part of the scenario resulting from extremity injury. Moreover, avulsion of one or more roots of the spinal cord happens in approximately 70% of severe brachial plexus stretch avulsion injuries (1). Nerve section at a distance from the dorsal root ganglion and spinal cord has classically been found to result in chromatolysis of sensory and motor neurons. Molecular responses in the cell body result in the increased transcription of novel messenger RNAs, which are involved in the production of structural and membrane proteins and which regulate the consequences and recovery from injury (2,3). In contrast, severe injury proximal to the brachial plexus or the lumbo-sacral plexus may have more deleterious long range consequences, accompanied by increased neuronal death. Permanent but variable losses in motor and/or sensory functions are common findings in such patients. The retrograde damage to the neuron resulting from injury close to the plexus can often be serious enough to be incompatible with neuronal survival (4).

Traumatic or ischemic injuries to the central nervous system initiate reactive molecular and biochemical changes, some of which are autodestructive and others neuroprotective (5). After peripheral nerve injury or various types of stimulation, an immediate-early gene (IEG), c-fos, has been shown to appear rapidly within cells of the spinal cord (6-15). This gene codes for the Fos protein products, which forms the Fos/Jun dimer, and binds to the consensus AP-1 binding site, regulating the expression of other genes (16). Avulsive injury of the brachial plexus close to the spinal cord is suggested to lead to severe degeneration of the neurons in the spinal cord when compared with distal peripheral nerve injury. Previous studies have shown that transection or crush of the rat sciatic nerve will induce expression of c-fos in the dorsal root ganglia, spinal cord, and higher centers (7,17-19). However, the expression of c-fos has not been investigated after an injury.
close to the spinal cord, such as brachial plexus avulsive injury, which results in a more serious and complex neurosurgical problem and poorer outcome (20).

In the present study, the brachial plexus nerves were injured in rats by either avulsive injury of the brachial plexus close to the spinal cord, or by distal transection of the branches of the brachial plexus. The expression of Fos-protein in the rat spinal cord was investigated by using an immunocytochemical method and the number of neurons revealing FLI were quantified to compare the difference in neuronal responses in the spinal cord after these two types of injury. A variable time course of the appearance of c-fos protein increases in the CNS under different pathological conditions has been described (21). The largest change in positive Fos-like immunoreactivity was found to be within 2 hours after peripheral nerve injury or noxious stimulation (19,22). In the present study, FLI was found to increase over control after 30 minutes, but the avulsive injury resulted in significantly more positive cells than the distal nerve transection at 30, 60, and 120 minutes post-injury.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Animal Model and Surgical Procedure

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (270-350 gram) were anesthetized by halothane inhalation. The brachial plexus (C4 to T1) was exposed from the outlet of the vertebrae down to the axilla by a ventral, midline incision extending to the axilla on both sides. After the skin and subcutaneous tissues were cut, sternohyoideus muscles were separated from the midline. The muscles were retracted laterally so that cervical vertebrae could be exposed. The cervical nerves 4 to 8 and thoracic nerve 1 were carefully separated from paraspinal muscles. All of the branches, except for
small dorsal branches, which were cut as far distally as possible, were separated and prepared to be used for one of the injury procedures. The following procedures were applied to rats randomly assigned to one of three groups: 1) In the first group, nerve roots of C4 to T1 were rapidly stretched out from the spinal cord with a small hemostat; the dorsal root ganglia were mobilized in the process. 2) In the next treatment group, the same nerves were cut from 1.5 to 2.5 cm from the spinal cord. 3) In the third group (sham controls), incisions were made without nerve injury. The time for the operation was about 10 min. The rats began to move their lower limbs and to awaken about 3 minutes after the halothane was eliminated.

**Specimen Processing and Immunocytochemistry**

The rats were anesthetized at 30 minutes, 60 minutes and 120 minutes with phenobarbital (IP), and prepared for perfusion through the heart with 250 ml saline followed by 250 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde. The spinal cord at levels C4 to T1 was removed and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 4 hours and immersed for 24 hrs in 30% sucrose in PBS. Frozen sections of 40 μm were cut and processed for the avidin-biotin immunohistochemical procedure using the peroxidase Vectastain Elite ABC Kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and the protocol suggested by the manufacturer. For detecting FLI, the sections were incubated in a 1:500 concentration of a polyclonal antibody for Fos protein (PC05, Oncogene Science, Uniondale, NY). Control sections were incubated in the presence of Fos peptides (PC09, PC10, Oncogene Science, Uniondale, NY) to which the antibodies were raised. After the DAB reaction was completed, sections were air dried, mounted, and cover slipped.
Quantification of Neurons with FLI

The sections were studied with darkfield and brightfield microscopy, and projection drawings were made using a camera lucida attachment (13,23). To map the pattern of cells that expressed Fos immunoreactivity, outlines of the C4 to T1 segments were drawn and the distribution of FLI neurons plotted onto the drawing under darkfield illumination. FLI-positive cells of spinal cord segments of C4 to T1 were counted. Labeled cells from three random histological sections in each segment were counted and averaged. Individual counts of grouped laminae were made to discern potential differences between the sensory and motor systems. Thus, laminae were grouped as follows: 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5-10. The counts were made by an investigator (YP) who was blind to the particular treatment that the animals received. Statistical analysis of the data was obtained by the use of the Statistical Analysis System program on an IBM-compatible computer (SAS Institute Inc. SAS Language Reference. Version 6. Cary, NC: SAS Institute, 1990). An analysis of variance was carried out to compare the effects of the sham procedure with the two treatments, nerve section and nerve avulsion, with the segment level of the spinal cord and also the time after each injury. The level of significance reported as statistically significant was p less than or equal to 0.05. Protected t-tests on least square means derived from the ANOVA were used to compare the interactions between treatment, spinal cord level, and time as well as the differences between the lamina. The means and standard errors were processed with Excel (Microsoft Corp, Seattle, WA) to plot out the histograms.

RESULTS

Spinal Cord Injury

Examination of the spinal cord and dorsal root ganglia at the time of sacrifice indicated that
the sham and distal nerve transection procedures had no effect on the normal structural appearance as seen under an operating microscope. On the other hand, bleeding within the dural cavity was seen in each rat with avulsive injury. The spinal cord injuries in the rats with avulsive injury could be seen under the microscope. Both the dorsal horn and the ventral horn were traumatically injured (Fig. 1, C and D). Most lesions on the dorsal horn were found in the superficial laminae 1 and 2. There were many neurons located within 100 μm of the lesion sites. Lesion sites were also detected within the ventral horns. Many motor neurons were close to the lesion sites.

**Fos Protein Expression**

In normal rats (n=2) quickly killed by pentobarbital and without any operative procedures, almost no FLI cells were seen in the spinal cord segments C4 to T1. However, the baseline statistical comparisons were made with a group of sham control animals that underwent the same halothane anesthesia, skin incision, and revival for 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 120 minutes.

The sham control rats had a slight but non-significant increase in the number of FLI neurons in the medial half of the superficial dorsal horn (Fig.1). These segments corresponded to the termination site of cutaneous nerve afferents from the incision area (18,24).

Both experimental groups demonstrated greater Fos-like immunoreactivity than the sham operated animals. FLI detection in the spinal cord showed increased number of cells exhibiting c-fos protein expression 30 min postoperatively and at all postoperative times thereafter (p = 0.0001). The levels continued to rise from 30 to 60 min and from 60 to 120 min post-nerve injury (Fig. 2). The increased number of cells expressing FLI appeared mainly in the spinal cord from laminae 1 to 7 and 10, with the greatest number in laminae 1 and 2 (Fig. 3). The distribution was similar from 30 min
to 120 min in both nerve root avulsion and nerve transection. However, FLI increased more rapidly after nerve avulsion than after distal section. Thirty minutes after the procedures, the number of positive neurons was significantly greater for animals with nerve avulsion than for those with nerve section. The differences continued to exist at 60 min and 120 min postoperatively (Figs. 2 and 3). There were more neurons positive for FLI from superficial to the deep laminae of spinal cord in the rats with nerve root avulsion than in those with distal transection, especially in laminae 1 and 2 (Fig. 4; p=0.0001).

In the rats with nerve root avulsion, there were many neurons expressing Fos-protein in laminae 1 and 2 close to the lesion site at spinal cord levels C-6 and 7 of the dorsal horn (Fig.1). Expression of c-fos in the motor neurons was less distinctly detected in rats with distal nerve transection, but quite a few motor neurons were found to express c-fos in the nerve root avulsion animals (Fig. 1).

Analysis of the positive cell counts for c-fos for treatments showed that overall the avulsion injury stimulated c-fos expression in significantly more cells at all times after surgery (p=0.0001) (means ± s.e. 29.4± 0.3 and 19.5 ± 0.3, avulsion and nerve section, respectively). Cells expressing FLI immunoreactivity were also significantly greater in number even when the effect of the two injuries was considered at the three times after injury (p=0.0001). The primary effect on evoking FLI immunoreactivity was seen at levels C6 and C7 (Fig. 1 and 2). Moreover, at 2 hrs FLI expression was significant (p=0.0001) for all of these comparisons except for the 0.5 hr cell count at level C7, which was significant at the p=0.0023 level.

The increased number of cells expressing FLI appeared mainly in the spinal cord from laminae 1 to 7 and 10, with the greatest number in laminae 1 and 2 (Figures 1 and 4). Analysis of
the laminae at spinal cord level C-7 showed the clear effect of mechanical disruption of the cells of the dorsal horn compared to the more ventral lying neurons. Comparisons of laminae 1-2, 3-4, and 5-10 at the three times showed that the laminae and experimental treatment were significant (p = 0.01) and that the increased expression from 30 minutes to 120 minutes was significant at the p=0.0001 level. However, detailed statistical analysis of the data showed that this was primarily from increased FLI in laminae 1-2 at 60 minutes and 120 minutes (both comparisons with 3-4 and 5-10 found these to be significant at the p=0.001 level). Analysis of laminae 5-10 at all times showed no difference between avulsion and nerve transection at any of these times. However, if the positive spinal motor neurons were counted separately, the avulsion procedure would show an increase in FLI expression in this group.

**DISCUSSION**

Brachial plexus injury is commonly found following trauma by acceleration of the head, neck, and upper limbs (1,20). This injury usually causes a serious functional problem in the injured upper extremity. Disability is attributed to the fact that many neurons undergoing axonectomy do not survive. The current study provides evidence that avulsion close to the spinal cord may cause bleeding into the intra-dural cavity and spinal injury. There is no doubt that all the injuries to the dorsal horn and ventral horn can cause serious functional problems because of cell loss. Fos-like immunoreactivity in the neurons of the spinal cord is a marker used to map changes in neuronal activity following noxious or non-noxious stimulation (7,14,16,17,22,25). An increase in c-fos expression has been demonstrated in rats with sciatic nerve transection or crush (18,19,26,27). In this study, we detected elevated levels of Fos-like protein in the spinal cord of rats with either nerve root
avulsion or distal transection.

It is suggested that c-fos may participate in the regulation of increased opioid gene expression in the spinal cord; increases in the products of the opioid family, including preprodynorphin and preproenkephalin, were induced in the spinal cord by peripheral inflammation (8). Other authors found that electroacupunture can suppress c-fos expression; this effect was thought to be mediated either by opiate sensitive circuitry or by non-opiate neurotransmitters (15). Anesthetics and systemic morphine can suppress c-fos expression and local anesthetic blockade of these neurons significantly decreased the number of FLI neurons (18,19,22,28). In the current study, the animals underwent nerve injury then were rapidly awakened, which may decrease the effects of anesthesia on c-fos protein expression.

Local stimulation by electricity or N-methyl-D-aspartate can induce c-fos expression of spinal neurons (29). In the current study, only the primary sensory neurons and motor neurons were stimulated directly in the animals with distal transection of spinal nerves. However, in the animals with nerve root avulsion, postsynaptic neurons located in the dorsal horn might be directly stimulated due to the injury to the spinal cord. The c-fos expression in rats with nerve root avulsion was more intense than that following distal nerve transection.

After axonectomy, apoptosis may be initiated in the lesioned neurons (30-32). Apoptosis is considered as a highly regulated process that ultimately leads to neuronal cell death. Cells undergoing apoptosis can be identified by cell shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and cellular fragmentation (33). It is interesting that some proteins that function as modulators in cell proliferation and differentiation also regulate the apoptotic process (34,35). The Fos protein appeared rapidly within the spinal neurons following nerve injury (13,26). This protein has been shown to
function as an activator to control subsequent transcription of other genes, the products of which could be required for long-term changes in neuronal excitability and repair (28,36). More recently, Fos protein has been demonstrated to function as a primary modulator of apoptotic cell death or programmed death (35,37,38). It is also reported that transection of sciatic nerve induced increased expression of c-fos and apoptosis in the spinal neurons (39). Our study showed that in the early stage of peripheral nerve injury, avulsion close to the spinal cord could damage the spinal cord gray matter, suggesting more intense stimuli to the spinal neurons compared with distal nerve transection. This pronounced induced c-fos expression in the neurons of the spinal cord may play a role in the apoptotic process, which may result in greater neuronal cell death in nerve root avulsion than in distal nerve transection. Loss of cells in the gray matter of the spinal cord is responsible for the functional deficit.

The relationship between neuronal degeneration and the remaining dendrite length after dendrite transection was investigated in cell culture (40-42). Dendrites were amputated at lesion distances of either 50 microns or 100 microns from their perikarya. Operated neurons showed ultrastructural damage that spread from the transection site towards the perikaryon within 15 min. The probability of cell survival was closely related to the remaining dendrite length. The neurons with the longer dendrites had a higher survival rate. The current study showed that in nerve root avulsion, the spinal cord can be seriously damaged, and neurons in the dorsal horn and the ventral horn can be injured. Many neurons may be axonectomized within 100μm of their cell bodies and these neurons may not survive. Expression of c-fos in these cells may imply that the Fos protein plays a role in the neuronal degeneration seen with spinal cord injury. The significantly higher c-fos expression in avulsive injury compared with distal nerve transection indicates that avulsive injury
exertes direct effects on spinal neurons, which may precede cell recovery or possibly cell death.
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**Figure Legends**

Fig. 1. Photomicrographs from C7 segment illustrate examples of FLI neurons from rats two hours postoperatively. A) Dorsal horn of a rat with sham operation. FLI neurons appear in the medial half of the superficial spinal cord. The arrowheads show FLI neurons. B) Dorsal horn of a rat distal transection. FLI positive neurons mainly appear in the superficial laminae. The arrowheads show FLI neurons. C) Dorsal horn of a rat with nerve root avulsion. There are many FLI neurons in the superficial laminae near the lesion sites. Solid arrowheads: FLI neurons; open arrowhead: lesion sites. D) Ventral horn of the rat with root avulsion depicting many positive motor neurons near the lesion sites. Solid arrow heads: FLI neurons; open arrowhead: lesion sites. Scale bar = 32 μm.

Fig. 2. Histograms of the mean numbers of Fos-like immunoreactive cells in response to sham operation, distal transection, and nerve root avulsion. Solid bars: sham operation (n=4). Open bars: distal transection (n=8); Vertically striped bars: nerve root avulsion (n=8); Top: 30 min after operation. Middle: 60 min after operation. Bottom: 120 min after operation. Means and standard errors are shown. CONT: sham control; TRANS: distal transection; AVULS: nerve root avulsion.

Fig. 3. Camera lucida drawing showing the FLI in the spinal cord of C5 to C8. The filled circles represent FLI cells. The left side of the drawing represents avulsive injury and the right side represents distal nerve transection. Note that there are more labeled cells in the superficial dorsal horn than in the deeper layers of the spinal gray matter. Moreover, there are more labeled cells in the animals with avulsive injury (left side) than in those with distal nerve transection (right side).
Fig. 4. Histograms of the number of Fos-like immunoreactive cells in different laminae of spinal cord. Top: number of FLI neurons (mean ± S.E.) in the superficial laminae 1 and 2 at different time intervals. Middle: number of FLI neurons (mean ± S.E.) in laminae 3 and 4 at different time intervals. Bottom: number of FLI neurons (mean ± S.E.) in laminae 5-10 at different time intervals.

CONT: sham control; TRANS: distal transaction; AVULS: nerve root avulsion.
Figure 2.
IV. A QUANTITATIVE MODEL FOR INDUCING AVULSIVE INJURIES OF THE BRACHIAL PLEXUS NERVE IN RATS

INTRODUCTION

Avulsion injuries occur in motor vehicle injuries and often in the newborn (1) and may lead to permanent disabilities. The potential for loss of both sensory and motor function, with little or no recovery, makes this an important focus of development of new therapeutic approaches. This injury, which involves both the peripheral and central nervous systems, is somewhat unique. Experimental approaches have suffered from the lack of a quantitative model that does not require a surgical procedure. The method developed here has advantages in that the injury is caused by limb acceleration as occurs in human patients.

Currently, there are several procedures for inducing motor root avulsions. Intervertebrally, the use of a microhemostat forceps may be employed to apply pressure directly to the surgically exposed nerve (2-4). Avulsion may also be induced extravertebally by separating the peripheral nerve in question from all the surrounding adipose and connective tissue, and applying a “steady, moderate traction” away from the intervertebral foramina with the animal secured. While these methods do indeed result in ventral root avulsion, two problems arise. First, the applied force does not accurately simulate an impact force, which is how many of these injuries occur. Rather than the sharp staccato of an impact, the nerves are avulsed with a gradually increasing force. This could decrease the future usefulness of any knowledge gained from these studies. Second, the methods have too much of a qualitative character, which is a problem for collating and/or comparing the results of collaborative efforts in this area. Similar studies could potentially give completely different results based on such difficult-to-quantify factors as the rate of force application or the amount of
pressure in a nerve and its rate of change.

We created an apparatus that could affect ventral root avulsions in the limbs of rats with the idea of overcoming these shortcomings. This apparatus is easily reproducible by other researchers and provides a definite, quantifiable relationship between impact energy and avulsion.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The avulsion apparatus was constructed to accommodate 300-gram male Sprague-Dawley rats. The device consists of a plastic tube with an inner diameter of 5.5 cm, a thickness of 0.5 cm, and length of 24.7 cm. The tube has a slightly elliptical hole on the bottom that is approximately 4 cm in diameter and 4 cm off center. Two rectangular plastic stands at 4 cm hold the tube 17.5 cm above the benchtop.

To use this apparatus, rats were anesthetized using sodium pentobarbital and then pushed through the tube until the hole was lined up with the forelimb. Then, the forelimb was manually worked through the hole so that the entire forelimb, except the shoulder, was outside of the tube. The forelimb was then positioned just above a rectangular aluminum rod of 35 cm length attached to one of the plastic stands via a hinge. A circular aluminum stick 35 cm in length with hash marks at every centimeter was soldered onto the other end of the rod, 32 cm away. The rod acted as the lever through which energy was transferred from the point of actual impact to the forelimb of the rat. The end attached to the plastic stand acted as the fulcrum and the opposite end with the measuring stick was where the impact occurred.

After the rat was secured in the tube, the forelimb was tied right above the elbow to a hole in the aluminum rod 8 cm away from the hinge using suture material, where it received the impact
force at a theoretical factor of four. Finally, doughnut-shaped iron weights of known mass were combined and dropped down the circular measuring stick from a height of 30 cm. The experiment was run four times, using masses of 250, 350, 450, and 550 g.

Following a period of two hours, the rats were observed for signs of paralysis, then perfused with formaldehyde. A laminectomy was performed and nerves C5-T1 were inspected for sign of avulsion. Samples of the ventral roots were taken for further analysis.

RESULTS

The rats subjected to the 250 g and 350 g weights were not paralyzed and showed no signs of brachial plexus avulsion. The rat that was injured with the 350 g weight was unable to move the affected arm and upon laminectomy, complete avulsion of nerves C6 and C7 was observed along with extensive hemorrhaging near the spinal cord. The rat subjected to the 450 g weight showed similar hemorrhaging and avulsion of nerves C5, C6, and C7.

DISCUSSION

With the use of sufficiently heavy weights, the apparatus was able to induce avulsive injuries in laboratory rats. The energy was delivered to the forelimb of the rat indirectly and very suddenly, possibly similar to the manner in which avulsion occurs in automobile accidents.

The conditions causing avulsion can be quantified in the form of potential energy (mass times gravity times height). In the case of the 450 g weight, 1.323 Joules of energy were theoretically delivered to the limb. The actual value is probably smaller because of inefficiencies introduced by the machine. Losses due to friction may occur at the hinge of the aluminum rod or where the weights
slide down the measuring stick. We attempted to minimize these losses by making sure the joint felt
loose and the lever could be lowered and raised with minimal resistance. Also, care was taken to
ensure that the weights did not fit tightly around the measuring stick. The suture material is another
possible inefficiency in this mechanism, since it probably undergoes mechanical strain and absorbs
some of the energy in the process.

Energy transferred to the actual nerves is a fraction of the total energy delivered to the arm;
muscle, bone, and connective tissue absorb most of the energy. Whether or not avulsion occurs can
depend to a certain degree on the muscular strength and bone mass of the rat. Heavier weights ensure
that enough energy will be transferred to the nerves to obtain the desired result. Right now it is
unknown whether the nerves absorb the brunt of the energy first, with other factors coming into play
later. More direct measurements of stress (i.e., on the nerve itself) are necessary.

This model for inducing avulsion is not only more realistic than others but also easy to
reproduce. The apparatus used here can be constructed in about two days’ time by a reasonably
skilled technician.
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V. CENTRAL MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC PAIN

INTRODUCTION

Support for a project entitled, "Central Mechanisms in Chronic Pain," was approved originally for funding under the US Army Medical Research and Development Command Cooperative Agreement to complement studies currently underway on Chapter 5, "Repair and Regeneration of Peripheral Nerve Damage," Co-PIs: R. Beuerman, D. Kline and A. Sumner. The project proposed to study the central nervous system mechanisms that are related to peripheral nerve injury and underlie the conversion from states of acute pain to states of chronic debilitating pain.

SUMMARY

Central Mechanisms Study (Year 1)

The specific aims of the study were 1) to demonstrate that interhemispheric connections are necessary for establishing a state of chronic pain, 2) to demonstrate that interhemispheric connections are necessary for maintaining a state of chronic pain, and 3) to identify the anatomical sites and potential mechanisms that underlie the conversion from a state of acute pain to a state of chronic neuropathic pain.

For this, albino rats were subjected to surgical transection of the corpus callosum prior to the initiation of a deafferentation stimulus, dorsal rhizotomy. The rats were then observed for preservation of normal behavior or for the onset of autotomy, a constellation of behavioral changes including self mutilation believed to be associated with chronic pain.

Based upon the proposed hypothesis, we predicted that the rats undergoing callosotomy
would not develop autotomous behavior. This result would establish the corpus callosum as an essential component in a neuronal circuit that is critical for the augmentation and maintenance of nociceptive signals at the level of perception, the thalamus. Sustained neuronal activity then would be predicted to provide the basis for neuronal changes responsible for internally generated pain.

In fact, as described in last year’s progress report, animals undergoing callosotomy prior to dorsal rhizotomy did develop autotomous behavior. Unlike animals in which the corpus callosum had not been sectioned, which began self mutilation between 24 hours and 6 weeks post-rhizotomy, animals with a transected corpus callosum never self mutilated before 90 days post-rhizotomy. Although this result was suggestive that the corpus callosum does play a role in the generation of central pain, the fact that, unexpectedly, not all rats that underwent dorsal rhizotomy without prior callosal sectioning developed autotomy indicated that this observation would require statistical verification. The number of animals and the funding available that would have been necessary to continue with the planned experiments was insufficient to proceed. The direction of the subsequent studies was therefore modified during the second year of the study.

Peripheral Mechanisms Study (Year 2)

The treatment of pain related to nerve injury was studied during the second year of support in the hope of elucidating mechanisms that produce pain following nerve injury. We chose to study the role of a new medication, gabapentin, in pain induced by inflammation, because of its clinically demonstrated efficacy in the treatment of neuropathic pain, its favorable side effect profile, and its anecdotal efficacy in clinically reducing pain in conditions that were not clearly of neuropathic origin. It was predicted that by comparing the response to treatment of inflammatory pain with that
induced by nerve injury, we could shed additional light on mechanisms responsible for pain related to nerve injury. Since pain associated with nerve injury has been correlated to the quantity of membrane-associated sodium channels during this study, we chose, in addition, to study alterations in concentrations of sodium channels within dorsal root ganglia and peripheral nerves of albino rats following subcutaneous injections of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA).

**GABAPENTIN STUDY**

In the initial study, the effect of gabapentin on pain induced by inflammation was studied in albino rats using paw withdrawal latencies, tail-flick, and hotplate techniques. Following baseline threshold determinations, a subcutaneous injection of CFA was administered into one volar forepaw. Withdrawal latencies were determined following subcutaneous administration of gabapentin, carbamazepine, ibuprofen, morphine, or saline.

**Methods and Materials**

Pain responses were measured in albino Sprague-Dawley rats. The latency to paw withdrawal, to tail-flick, and to hotplate aversion were the determinants of pain threshold. Rats weighing between 250-350 g were housed two animals to a cage. For testing the rats were placed in Plexiglas chambers on a glass plate and were allowed to acclimate to their surroundings for a minimum of 5 minutes. The animals were allowed free range of activity within the chamber. The glabrous surface of each of the paws was stimulated in succession through the glass plate using a halogen heat source. The latency of paw withdrawal from the onset of stimulation was measured automatically using an IITC analgesiometer (IITC Life Science, Inc., Woodland Hills, CA). The
stimulus was automatically discontinued after 10.7 seconds to avoid tissue damage. Each paw was stimulated 4 times during each testing session. Baseline pain thresholds were determined in 3 separate testing sessions on 3 separate days. Tail-flick latency was measured in a group of 12 rats. Morphine sulfate (10 mg/kg), ibuprofen (40 mg/kg) or gabapentin (40 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously to each rat. The order of drug administration was randomized with at least 4 days between drugs. Baseline latency was measured immediately before and at 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes after administration of drug. For the tail-flick test, the stimulus was discontinued after 12 seconds to avoid tissue damage. The same 12 rats were tested for hotplate analgesia immediately before and 45 minutes after drug administration. The rats were placed on the hotplate surface that was set at 52°C. The rats were removed from the hotplate surface when they licked a hindpaw, jumped, or if they did not respond after 30 seconds. The time from stimulus onset to removal from the hotplate was recorded.

Following baseline threshold determinations for paw withdrawal latency, the rats were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine (60 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg). One forepaw of each rat received a subcutaneous injection of 0.25 ml of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA; Mycobacterium tuberculosis; Sigma) suspended in an oil:saline (1:1) emulsion (0.5 mg Mycobacterium/ml emulsion) using a sterile tuberculin syringe. The rats were then weighed and allowed to recover from anesthesia. Pain thresholds were measured on 5 separate days during the week following CFA injection. Either gabapentin (20-160 mg/kg) or normal saline was administered by subcutaneous injection 1 hour prior to each testing session. Ibuprofen (100 mg/kg) was given as a positive treatment control. Carbamazepine (40 mg/kg) was used as a negative treatment control.

To confirm that the route of administration and drug absorption was adequate to produce a
response, 2 groups of 11 rats were subjected to subcutaneous injections of 5% formalin in isotonic saline into the plantar surface of one hindpaw 30 minutes after receiving a subcutaneous injection of either gabapentin (160 mg/kg) or normal saline. Time spent in licking, lifting, and biting the injected paw was monitored for 90 minutes following the formalin injection and recorded at 5 minute intervals.

Results and Conclusions

In contrast to gabapentin's previously described efficacy in altering pain thresholds in the chronic constriction injury and formalin injection models of neuropathic pain and its anti-allodynic effect following nerve root ligation, we demonstrated no effect on paw withdrawal latencies associated with CFA-induced inflammation or on baseline hotplate or tail-flick response.

We concluded that gabapentin has no effect on pain initiated by CFA-induced inflammation. We proposed that gabapentin's effect in the treatment of neuropathic pain may be mediated through modulation of peripheral mechanisms related to the altered function of ion channels in damaged neurons. Such a mechanism suggests that improved nociceptive pain in clinical reports may have an underlying neuropathic component that is reduced by gabapentin. The results of this study were presented at the annual meeting of the American Federation of Medical Research in New Orleans and a paper is currently in press in *Analgesia*.

SODIUM CHANNEL STUDIES

Complete Freund's Adjuvant Study

To study the hypothesis generated in the gabapentin experiments, we chose to study
alterations in concentrations of sodium channels within dorsal root ganglia and peripheral nerves of albino rats following subcutaneous injections of CFA and chronic constriction injury (CCI) in order to establish a relationship between sodium channel concentration and hypersensitivity induced by inflammation and by nerve injury. The results from experiments in which hypersensitivity was induced by CFA injection show that the production of sodium channels is dramatically increased in dorsal root ganglia within 24 hours of paw injection.

**Methods and Materials**

Pairs of rats were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine (60 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg). One hindpaw of each rat received a subcutaneous injection of 0.5 ml of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA; *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*; Sigma) suspended in an oil: saline (1:1) emulsion (0.5 mg *Mycobacterium*/ml emulsion) using a sterile tuberculin syringe. The hindlimb contralateral to the injected paw provided an internal control. Rats were allowed to survive in pairs for 4, 24, 48, and 72 hours, 1 and 2 weeks, and 1, 2, and 6 months after CFA injection. An additional pair of rats received a 0.5-ml subcutaneous injection of normal saline or incomplete Freund’s adjuvant as a treatment control. Prior to sacrifice, pain thresholds were measured by determining the latency to paw withdrawal from a thermal stimulus and were compared to control values that had been determined in an earlier study. The rats were then given a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium (200 mg) and perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.6. The tissue was allowed to fix for 1 hour. The dorsal root ganglia and portions of the sciatic and medial plantar nerves were then dissected bilaterally from each animal. The nerve fibers and dorsal root ganglia were teased apart and fixed on poly-L-lysine coated slides.
with 4% paraformaldehyde/0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 15 minutes. After rinsing in 0.1 M PBS, the slides were immersed in 0.1 M PBS/0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma)/10% normal goat serum for a minimum of 1 hour. The tissue was then incubated overnight at room temperature with a site-specific, anti-sodium channel antibody (EO3) (dilution 1:100) (1). For controls, the anti-sodium channel antibody was preblocked with the peptide antigen (1 μl of peptide per 2 μl of antibody). After rinsing in 0.1 M PBS, the tissue was incubated for at least 1 hour at room temperature with lissamine rhodamine-labeled goat antirabbit immunoglobulin G. The slides were then rinsed in 0.1 M PBS, dried, coverslipped, and viewed with an Olympus BH2 epifluorescence microscope.

Results

Behaviorally, paw withdrawal latencies begin to decrease within 4 hours following CFA injection. Minimum latencies are seen at 24 hours post-injection and then within 14 days return to baseline levels. When survival times are extended beyond 14 days, paw withdrawal latencies continue at or marginally above baseline levels. Data from 6 month survival post-injection are pending but are not predicted to be different from baseline latencies.

Immunocytochemistry reveals sodium channels in high density at nodes of Ranvier in all samples of peripheral nerve. As described previously, sodium channel-specific labeling was seen at low levels within control dorsal root ganglia. On the injected side, however, an increase in sodium channel labeling is seen in dorsal root ganglia as early as 24 hours following CFA injection. Within 48 hours, during the early functional recovery, virtually all neurons of the dorsal root ganglia segmentally associated with the injected paw are intensely labeled. Except for the nuclear region,
the neuronal cytoplasm labels uniformly. At 72 hours post-injection, labeling remains intense but there is a suggestion of heterogeneity within the ganglia such that the larger cellular profiles appear less intensely labeled when compared to smaller profiles. The distribution of labeling within individual neurons remains constant. At 1 week post-injection, the paw withdrawal latencies have almost returned to baseline levels and the heterogeneity of ganglion labeling is clear. The labeling appears to be more intense in the smaller profiles. This pattern persists through the 1 month survival but labeling begins to diminish by 2 months post-injection. At 6 months after the CFA injection, sodium channel labeling has almost returned to control levels. Sodium channel labeling following injections of either saline or incomplete Freund’s adjuvant as treatment controls is indistinguishable from that seen in untreated controls.

Conclusions

We concluded that sodium channel production is significantly increased in dorsal root ganglia following the injection of CFA. This increase is not reflected in concomitant increases in sodium channel labeling in either contralateral dorsal root ganglia or in peripheral nerve. The time of onset of the reduction of the paw withdrawal latency and sodium channel augmentation strongly indicates that sodium channels play a role in the acute maintenance of neuronal hypersensitivity during inflammation. The mechanism by which sodium channel augmentation occurs is not known. It is possible that the pain initiated by the original injection and the reduction of receptor thresholds results in repetitive neuronal firing and the stimulation of genes that are responsible for sodium channel production (2). Although repetitive neuronal firing and the opening of metabotropic glutamate receptors has been proposed as a mechanism for turning on gene expression and neuronal
plasticity in the spinal cord (3,4), glutaminergic synapses have not been identified in dorsal root ganglia. Thus, the signal for sodium channel augmentation in dorsal root ganglia may come from repetitive membrane depolarizations resulting from peripheral receptor generation of action potentials or through the stimulation of extracellular mediators, including nerve growth factor, that are released during the inflammatory response (2,5-8) and are transported to the neuronal perikaryon. The augmentation of sodium channels in dorsal root ganglia could then play a role in maintaining the inflammatory hyperpathic response (9) necessary for monitoring wound healing. The apparent prolonged augmentation of sodium channels in the smaller neurons would be consistent with the maintenance of C-fiber activity thought to subserve pain vigilance. That the reduction of sodium channel production follows the return to normal thresholds for paw withdrawal suggests that the sodium channels are maintained by the mediators of the inflammatory response.

Of particular interest is that sodium channel augmentation is dramatic and consistently occurs within 24 hours of the introduction of the inflammatory agent. However, unlike pain of neuropathic origin, traditional blockers of voltage-dependent sodium channels typically are clinically ineffective in treating pain induced by inflammation (10). One possibility is that the sodium channels augmented during inflammation are of different subtypes than those produced in response to nerve injury. Indeed, since the EO3 antibody identifies a conserved segment of all sodium channels, sodium channels of all subtypes are labeled with this antibody. Since each sodium channel subtype may respond differently to different therapeutic interventions (11), further identification of channel subtypes must be made. Alternatively, sodium channel subtypes may be produced in different proportions in response to a given stimulus resulting in different activation parameters (12,13). Different ratios of ion channel populations could provide the basis for the prolonged periods of
ectopic firing seen following nerve injury compared to the transient augmentation of hypersensitivity seen in inflammation. Third, in contrast to sodium channels that are produced in response to nerve injury, which must be functional and rapidly integrated into growing neuronal processes for the restoration of generator and encoding zones of sensory nerve terminals (12), all of the sodium channels labeled in response to an inflammatory stimulus may not be integrated within neuronal membranes or may only be precursors to functional, subtype-specific sodium channels that are formed in anticipation of potential neuronal damage and used transiently to enhance the efficacy of neuronal transmission. The uniform cytoplasmic distribution of labeling potentially supports this suggestion. In addition, the distribution of sodium channels is likely to be important in determining their accessibility to therapeutic chemical blockade and thus may partially explain the difference in clinical response. Hypersensitivity seen in acute inflammation, however, suggests that at least some of the sodium channels are functional and serve to enhance the efficacy of neuronal transmission (2,14) through the dorsal root ganglion to the spinal cord. Although less likely, sodium channel augmentation during inflammation may serve as a mechanism for endogenous pain suppression by inserting voltage-dependent sodium channels into the perikaryal membranes of dorsal root ganglion cells to enhance membrane permeability and serve as a current sink to decrease the centrally projected signal. In either case, the results of this study thus provide a basis for exploring novel therapeutic alternatives for the treatment of pain through modulation of sodium channel activity.

The results of this study will presented at the annual meeting of the American Pain Society in New Orleans and is currently being prepared for submission to Nature.
CONTINUING STUDIES

Chronic Constriction Injury

Chronic constriction injury has been studied in only 2 rats to date. The results indicate that at 2 weeks post-injury there is a significant increase in the density of sodium channels at the site of the ligation but not within the dorsal root ganglia nor in control sections of peripheral nerve. These preliminary results support the prediction that there are important mechanistic differences in the production of hypersensitivity induced by inflammation and nerve injury. In addition, these mechanisms are related in some way to the regulation of the production and distribution of sodium channels within hyperactive neurons. These differences are likely to provide the basis for distinctions recognized in clinical treatment and in the production of chronic pain states seen following nerve injury. Recognition and delineation of the signals mediating the different responses will be important issues for investigation in future studies to provided possibilities for preemptive treatment of pain following nerve injury and for new and more effective options in the treatment of pain associated with inflammation.
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Sodium channel accumulation in humans with painful neuromas

Article abstract—Painful neuromas from 16 patients were examined using site-specific antisodium channel antibodies employed in immunocytochemical and radioimmunoassay methods. Normal sural nerves from six of these patients served as controls. Immunocytochemistry showed abnormal segmental accumulation of sodium channels within many axons in the neuromas. Dense immunolocalization was especially apparent within the axonal tips. Radioimmunoassay confirmed a significantly greater density of sodium channels in the neuromas as compared with the sural nerves. Thus, sodium channels accumulate abnormally within the axons of neuromas in humans. This alteration of the sodium channels may underlie the generation of axonal hyperexcitability and the resulting abnormal sensory phenomena (pain and paresthesias), which frequently occur after peripheral nerve injury.
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J.D. England, MD; L.T. Happel, PhD; D.G. Kline, MD; F. Gamboni, PhD; C.L. Thouron; Z.P. Liu, MD; and S.R. Levinson, PhD

Peripheral nerve trauma may result in the formation of a neuroma, a tangled mass of regenerating axons embedded within the connective tissue of a nerve trunk. The axons within a neuroma not only fail to reinnervate their original targets, but may also develop abnormal electrical hyperexcitability.1,2

In human neuromas, the development of ectopic hyperexcitability within sensory axons is likely to be a major cause of neuroma-associated pain and dysesthesias. Clinical evaluation of patients with painful neuromas and routine histologic analysis of excised neuromas have not identified the factors responsible for this pain. Because the ability of an axon to generate an action potential depends ultimately on the distribution and properties of voltage-gated ion channels, especially voltage-gated sodium channels, a potential cause of ectopic axonal hyperexcitability could be an abnormal redistribution of ion channels within injured axons. A particularly attractive hypothesis is that aberrant axonal electrical hyperexcitability is, in part, caused by an abnormal accumulation of sodium channels along injured or regenerating axons.3-5

This report describes the changes in the sodium channels which characterize painful neuromas in humans. These findings are correlated with what is currently known about the remodeling of axonal membranes within neuromas.

Methods. Patients. The study group consisted of 16 patients with painful traumatic neuromas selected from a large population of patients with peripheral nerve injuries seen at the Louisiana State University School of Medicine, New Orleans. Each patient was evaluated clinically and electrophysiologically (EMG/nerve conduction study) by a team of neurologists and neurosurgeons. The pain of each patient’s nerve injury was graded subjectively on a scale from 1+ to 4+ (table). For each of the 16 patients in this study, surgical treatment of the neuroma was believed to offer the best chance for pain relief or nerve regeneration. Thus, each patient underwent surgical excision of the neuroma. In some cases, sural nerve autografts were interposed within the resected nerve segment.

Preparation of antisodium channel antibody. A site-directed antibody was raised to a highly conserved region found in all known vertebrate sodium channels, including those of human neuronal tissues. This segment (TEEQKKYMAMKKLGSKK) resides in a putative intracellular loop connecting domains III and IV in the alpha subunit of the sodium channel. The synthetic peptide coding for this segment was conjugated to a keyhole-limpet hemocyanin carrier and used to immunize rabbits through regular injections. The resultant high-titer antisera were processed using an immunoaffinity column to which the immunizing peptide had been immobilized, yielding a highly pure and concentrated preparation of antisodium channel antibodies. The specificity of the antibody preparation was demonstrated by the quantitative elimination
Table Sodium channel density and painfulness of neuromas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>NaCh*</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C5 neuroma</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal nerve</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Middle trunk neuroma</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C5-upper trunk neuroma</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Femoral neuroma and normal nerve</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Upper trunk neuroma</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Axillary neuroma and normal nerve</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C6 neuroma</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C5 neuroma</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C7 neuroma</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Superficial radial neuroma</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Brachial plexus neuroma</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Medial cord neuroma and normal nerve</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sural neuroma</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sciatic neuroma (distal segment)</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>++++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Sciatic neuroma and normal nerve</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sodium channel density in picomol per gram of wet weight.

- = no pain; + = mild pain; ++ = moderate pain; +++ = severe pain; ++++ = very severe pain.

Results. Immunocytochemistry. Seventeen neuromas from 16 patients (one patient had two specimens) and six sural nerves from six of these patients were examined immunocytochemically.

In the sural nerves, sodium channel-specific immunoreactivity (IR) was seen only at nodes of Ranvier. Unmyelinated axons exhibited no specific IR anywhere along their axolemma. These results in human sural nerves are identical to those found using similar immunohistochemical studies in fish posterior lateral line nerves. Although electrophysiologic and biochemical studies demonstrate some voltage-gated sodium channels along normal unmyelinated and internodal axolemma, the density of these sodium channels is too low to be visualized immunocytochemically with antisodium channel antibodies. All neuromas showed abnormally intense sodium channel-specific IR within many axons. This IR was seen in large-diameter (>1 μm) and small-diameter (<1 μm) axons, although larger axons with dense IR were more frequently encountered. The IR was always nonuniform in distribution, occurring in patches of variable density along the axons. Of special note, this dense specific IR usually appeared along demyelinated or unmyelinated segments of axolemma. When myelinated fibers were seen, focal accumulation of sodium channels was observed only at normal nodes of Ranvier. Some of the most intense immunolabeling was seen at the neurite tips, and these axonal endings were always devoid of a myelin sheath. Within neuromas there was considerable individual axon variability of IR, with some axons showing many patches of intense IR and other axons (even neighbors) showing no IR. Even in the most intensely labeled neuromas, no more than 30 to 40% of all axons showed sodium channel-specific IR. Although all neuromas exhibited abnormal sodium channel-specific IR within many axons, there was considerable variability in terms of the number and intensity of axons stained within individual neuromas. Only minimal nonspecific immunofluorescence was seen when the primary antisodium channel antibody was preblocked with peptide, confirming the specificity of the above-noted IR. Figure 1 provides examples of these immunocytochemical observations.
Radioimmunoassay. Sixteen neuromas from 15 of the patients (one patient had two specimens) and six sural nerves were examined using RIA. Portions of all of these specimens had been examined immunocytochemically (see prior discussion). For each specimen the concentration of sodium channels was calculated and expressed as picomol per gram of wet weight. The Mann-Whitney U test was used for statistical analysis of the two populations. RIA data demonstrated a significantly greater (p = 0.0075) sodium channel density in neuromas (median = 28.6; mean ± SEM = 32.5 ± 3.7 picomol per gram) as compared with sural nerves (median = 18.2; mean ± SEM = 17.1 ± 2.2 picomol per gram). The true density of axonal sodium channels within these neuromas was probably even greater because neuromas contain far more nonneural tissue than normal nerve. Figure 2 graphically illustrates the sodium channel density for each specimen. The variance of the normal nerves was much less than that of the neuromas, and there was very little overlap between the two populations. These population differences are consistent
with the expected biologic variability of the sodium channel density, which was greater for the neuromas. Matched pairs of specimens were available from five patients (i.e., neuroma and sural nerve from the same patient). In each case, the neuroma contained a significantly greater density of sodium channels than the sural nerve. All RIA data are provided in the table, in which the neuromas are ordered according to their sodium channel density (i.e., from lowest to highest) and their degree of pain is provided. By inspection, one can ascertain a trend in the direction of greater pain for neuromas with greater concentrations of sodium channels. These data suggest a positive correlation between the density of sodium channels within neuromas and their degree of pain.

Discussion. This study shows that sodium channels accumulate abnormally within the axons of human painful neuromas. This work extends and corroborates the findings of several animal studies of nerve injury.3-5 Immunocytochemical analysis of neuromas of the lateral line nerve of the fish Apterono- tus3 and focally injured nerve fibers of the lateral line nerve of Carassius auratus (goldfish)4 have shown sodium channel accumulation at the endings of injured axons. Devor et al.4 immunolocalized sodium channels at the electron microscopic level in neuromas produced in rats. Sodium channel accumulation occurred in preterminal axolemma, which was either demyelinated or unmyelinated, as well as in neuroma end bulbs. The large-diameter (>1 μm) axons within the neuromas acquired excess sodium channels only after myelin was stripped from their internodal axolemma. Many of these axons contained distinct patches of heavy sodium channel immunolabeling. These findings are concordant with our observations in human neuromas and, thus, may be a general feature of neuromas.

The accumulation of sodium channels within the axons of neuromas may be due to several factors. Sodium channels are synthesized in neuron cell bodies and transported down axons by microtubule-based fast axoplasmic transport.5,7 When the cell bodies of the squid giant fiber lobe are dissociated from their giant axons and maintained in culture, sodium channels amass within the somata.5 This observation suggests that the axonal membrane normally serves as a “sink” for sodium channels synthesized within the cell body and that its removal by axotomy causes sodium channels to accumulate in the remaining viable membrane. After injury to axons, sodium channels, which are continuously transported down axons, would be expected to accumulate at the nerve fibers’ distal segments. Concordant with this hypothesis are studies demonstrating that block of fast axoplasmic transport decreases ectopic electrical activity in injured peripheral nerves.2

Local demyelination of axons within neuromas may be another factor that permits focal accumulation of sodium channels. In our study and previous studies3,5 of traumatic nerve injury, when sodium channels were found in large axons (>1 μm diameter), the axolemma was devoid of myelin. Demyelina- tion of axons, even when not accompanied by axotomy, permits the insertion of sodium channels along previously internodal axolemma.6 Taken together, these observations indicate that changes of the regional axonal environment at the site of injury may act to change the distribution of sodium channels.

An important question regarding the accumulation of sodium channels within neuromas is whether this accumulation is relevant to the pathophysiology of pain associated with neuromas. Neuromas certainly may serve as a generator of painful impulses.1,2 Wall and Gutnick1 were the first to demonstrate that some afferent fibers originating in a neuroma develop spontaneous electrical hyperexcitability. This axonal spontaneous hyperexcitability and the sensitivity of neuromas to mechanical and chemical stimuli are now indisputable facts.2,8 The prevalence of such ectopic axonal hyperexcitability varies with nerve fiber type and with the time since nerve injury, but it is nearly always present. At peak activity, an average of 28% of all injured fibers fire spontaneously and an even higher percentage exhibit abnormal mechanosensitivity.2 Because the axolemmal distribution of sodium channels largely determines the regions of electrical excitability in normal axons, an altered distribution or quantity of such channels is a likely cause of ectopic impulse generation in injured axons.2,8

Besides the immunologic evidence supporting abnormal accumulation of sodium channels within neuromas, pharmacologic and mathematical models support this concept. Local anesthetics such as lidocaine and mexiletine, which selectively block sodium channels, have been studied in animals and humans with peripheral nerve injury. In humans with neuromas, pain can be decreased by local infiltration of lidocaine into the subcutaneous tissues surrounding the
neuroma.9 In rats with experimental neuromas, intravenous infusion of both lidocaine and mexiletine can completely abolish the spontaneous afferent activity arising within neuromas without blocking nerve conduction itself.10 Matzner and Devor4 showed that the sodium channel blockers tetrodotoxin and lidocaine stop neuroma firing by suppressing the process of impulse initiation without blocking impulse propagation. In contrast, veratridine, which increases sodium conductance, accelerates ectopic firing.8 Taken together, these pharmacologic studies provide strong evidence that the generator potential associated with ectopic neuroma firing sites is encoded into an impulse train by a process that depends on voltage-sensitive sodium channels. Mathematic models suggest that excess membrane sodium conductance plays a major role in promoting axonal hyperexcitability. The Hodgkin-Huxley equation was used to predict the effects of altering maximal sodium conductance (g_{Na\text{max}}) on the process of repetitive neuronal firing.2 This model shows that increasing g_{Na\text{max}} without changing any other membrane variable, decreases the threshold current necessary to evoke repetitive firing. This change in membrane properties renders the membrane hyperexcitable. Although changes in other membrane properties may occur in the axons within neuromas, these data indicate that accumulation of excess sodium channels is sufficient to cause ectopic axonal hyperexcitability.

The accumulation of sodium channels within injured axons may be a feature common to all varieties of peripheral nerve trauma, especially those which give rise to neuromas. It is likely to be a major cause of ectopic axonal hyperexcitability. When injured sensory fibers develop hyperexcitability, the perception of pain and paresthesias likely occurs2,4,5; however, the entire explanation for neuroma-associated pain is, undoubtedly, more complicated than this. The membrane remodeling that allows a redistribution of sodium channels probably causes changes in other membrane-associated proteins, as well. In particular, other ion channels may undergo changes in distribution, quantity, or function. If alterations of voltage-sensitive potassium channels or calcium channels occur, axonal membrane electrical properties could be affected in a complex manner. Peripheral nerve injury should also trigger changes in the CNS such as postsynaptic amplification of afferent barrages and central sensitization, in which normally nonpainful afferent input is perceived as painful.2 These other factors notwithstanding, further investigation of ion channel distribution and function within damaged axons should provide a better understanding of the basis for the abnormal electrical excitability that frequently develops after peripheral nerve trauma. Modification of ion channel distribution or function may prove to be a particularly fruitful approach to the treatment of pain in diseases of the peripheral nervous system.
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ABSTRACT Voltage-gated sodium channels are largely localized to the nodes of Ranvier in myelinated axons, providing the physiological basis for saltatory conduction. Studies using anti-sodium channel antibodies have shown that along demyelinated axons sodium channels form new distributions. The nature of this changed distribution appears to vary with the time course and mechanism of demyelination. In chronic demyelination, sodium channels increase in number and redistribute along previously internodal axon segments. In chronic demyelination produced by doxorubicin, the increase in sodium channels appeared independently of Schwann cells, suggesting increased neuronal synthesis. In acute demyelination produced by lysolecithin new clusters of sodium channels developed but only in association with the edges of remyelinating Schwann cells, which appeared to control the distribution and mobility of the channels. These findings affirm the plasticity of sodium channels in demyelinated axons and are relevant to understanding how these axons recover conduction.

© 1996 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

The sodium channel is a transmembrane protein which mediates the voltage-dependent sodium permeability of electrically excitable membranes. The presence of sodium channels is of obvious importance for the generation and propagation of action potentials along axolemma. The distribution of sodium channels along myelinated axons is nonuniform since they are largely localized to the nodes of Ranvier (Chiu, 1980; Ellisman and Levinson, 1982; Neumcke and Stampfl, 1982; Ritchie and Rogart, 1977; Waxman and Ritchie, 1993). This nodal localization of sodium channels provides one of the physiological bases for saltatory conduction. In contrast to these unchallenged observations regarding the localization of sodium channels in myelinated axons, little is known regarding the distribution of sodium channels in demyelinated axons. Such information is important because the resumption of axonal conduction appears the basis for recovery in many demyelinating diseases (Albers et al., 1985; Smith and Hall, 1980; Sumner, 1981). The recent availability of antibodies specifically directed against sodium channels has provided new and refined methods for examining sodium channels along demyelinated axons.

DISTRIBUTION OF SODIUM CHANNELS ALONG MYELINATED AXONS

In normal myelinated axons sodium channels are largely localized to the axolemma at nodes of Ranvier. The most recent electrophysiological and biochemical studies demonstrate an axonemal sodium channel density of ~ 1,000 to 2,000/μm² at the nodes of Ranvier compared with a density of 40 to 80/μm² in the internodal segments (Chiu, 1980, 1987; Ellisman and Levinson, 1982; Neumcke and Stampfl, 1982; Ritchie and Rogart, 1977; Shragar, 1989; Waxman and Ritchie, 1993). Immunocytochemical studies such as those illustrated in Figures 1 and 2a have provided clear-cut proof of the nodal clustering of sodium channels.

The mechanisms underlying the segregation of sodium channels at nodes of Ranvier are not well understood. The observation that nodal-specific axolemmal specialization can develop independently of myelination suggests that intrinsic axonal factors immobilize sodium channels at nodes of Ranvier, perhaps independently of glial cell contact (Ellisman, 1979; Wiley-Livingston and Ellisman, 1980). Of particular interest in this regard is the protein, ankyrin, which links certain transmembrane proteins with the cytoskeleton in several types of cells, including erythrocytes and neurons (Baines, 1990). One isoform of ankyrin not only localizes to nodes of Ranvier (Kordeli et al., 1990) but also binds to the voltage-gated sodium channel (Srinivasan et al., 1988). These findings provide indirect support for the hypothesis that sodium channels are restricted to the node by their linkage to ankyrin, which associates with the internal cytomatrix via spectrin (Baines, 1990). The particular role played by glial cells in determining or refining nodal clustering of sodium channels is not known, but in one experimental model using co-cultures of sensory neurons and Schwann cells, the clustering of sodium channels on axons appeared to be related to Schwann cell contact (Joe and Angelides, 1988).
Fig. 1. Sodium channel localization along myelinated axons from the dorsal column of eel (Electrophorus electricus) spinal cord using a polyclonal anti-sodium channel antibody. a: Partially mechanically sheathed myelinated fiber showing sodium channel-specific immunostaining at the node of Ranvier (arrows). Bar = 1 μm. b: Completely mechanically desheathed fiber showing that sodium channel-specific immunostaining is still restricted to the nodal zone despite antibody access to internodal axolemma (arrows). Bar = 1 μm. c: Myelinated fiber reacted with antibody pre-absorbed with purified sodium channel. The lack of immunostaining confirms antibody specificity for sodium channels. Bar = 1 μm. (Reproduced from Ellisman and Levinson, 1982, with permission of the authors and National Academy of Sciences.)

1992). Even if initial nodal clustering of sodium channels can occur independently of glial cell contact, glial cell-axon interactions could reshape and refine the final distribution of sodium channels. A major possibility is that the density of sodium channels could be suppressed along axolemma ensheathed by Schwann cells.

In the peripheral nervous system Schwann cell processes are closely apposed to the axolemma at nodes of Ranvier, and in the central nervous system astrocyte processes have a similar perinodal anatomy (Berthold and Rydmark, 1983; Hildebrand, 1971; Raine, 1984; Sims et al., 1991; Waxman and Black, 1984). These relationships are so specific that Schwann cell processes (in the PNS) and perinodal astrocyte processes (in the CNS) should be considered integral parts of the node of Ranvier. Thus, in the central nervous system, perinodal astrocytes are important components of the node of Ranvier even though oligodendrocytes provide myelin for the central axons. Both Schwann cells and astrocytes contain sodium channels. Giall sodium channels were documented first in cultured Schwann cells and astrocytes (Bevan et al., 1985; Chiu et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 1987; Shrager et al., 1985), but recent immunohistochemical studies have confirmed that sodium channels are expressed in situ by astrocytes and Schwann cells (Black et al., 1989a,b; Ritchie et al., 1990). Why sodium channels exist within these glial cells is not known. One theory is that these satellite cells may function as ancillary sites for the synthesis of sodium channels, which are then transferred to nodal axolemma (Bevan et al., 1985; Gray and Ritchie, 1985; Shrager et al., 1985). Since neurons produce and transport sodium channels independently of glial cells (Brismar and Gilly, 1987; England et al., 1994; Lombet et al., 1985), axonal sodium channels most likely do not arise exclusively or primarily from satellite cells. Thus, the significance of glial associated sodium channels is currently unknown.

DISTRIBUTION OF SODIUM CHANNELS ALONG DEMYELINATED AXONS

Demyelination is the primary pathophysiologic process in several important diseases of the nervous system. Examples include multiple sclerosis and the demyelinating peripheral neuropathies. In these diseases, at least acutely, most of the symptoms and signs are due to demyelinating conduction block along affected axons. Although remyelination and the re-establishment of saltatory conduction can restore function, many of these diseases are characterized by incomplete remyelination. This is especially true for demyelinating diseases of the central nervous system such as multiple sclerosis where limited remyelination occurs (McDonald, 1974, 1977). The well-established fact that patients with multiple sclerosis often exhibit considerable remission after an attack (despite persistent central nervous system demyelination) suggests that some chronically demyelinated axons can recover conduction, perhaps in a continuous manner (McDonald, 1974, 1977). In view of this possibility, several investigators have been interested in exploring how sodium channels might be reorganized along demyelinated ax-
Fig. 2. Sodium channel localization along lateral line nerve axons from **Corassius auratus** using a polyclonal anti-sodium channel antibody. In a, b, and c the top image is the fluorescence photomicrograph and the bottom image is the digitized representation showing the relative pixel intensity along the axons. a: Normal myelinated axon. Note the discrete peak of immunoreactivity at the node of Ranvier, the lower level of nonspecific fluorescence of the myelin (arrow), and the virtually undetectable nonspecific fluorescence of mechanically desheathed internodal axon (arrowhead). b: Demyelinated axon at 14 days after injection of doxorubicin with one segment of intense immunoreactivity. c: Demyelinated axon at 21 days after injection of doxorubicin with multiple segments of intense immunoreactivity. Bars = 50 μm. (Reproduced from England et al., 1990, with permission of the authors and National Academy of Sciences.)
ons. Knowing how these channels are affected by demyelination is important to understanding why demyelinated axons fail to conduct impulses or, conversely, how some might recover conduction.

**SUBACUTE AND CHRONIC DEMYELINATION**

Several toxins which specifically demyelinate nerve are known. Using them, one can create a well-defined in vivo experimental model of demyelinated nerve which is well suited for investigating the resulting modulations of axonal sodium channels. In vivo intraneural microinjection of doxorubicin, a DNA intercalating agent, causes delayed subacute demyelination by killing Schwann cells (England et al., 1988, 1990). In the posterior lateral nerve of *Carassius auratus* (goldfish) this agent results in extensive segmental demyelination of axons starting at 12 to 14 days postinjection. Using a well-characterized polyclonal antibody directed against sodium channels, immunocytochemical studies have revealed new distributions of sodium channels along some of these demyelinated axons (England et al., 1990). The formation of the new distributions of sodium channels occurred concomitantly with the evolution of segmental demyelination, being evident by days 14 and 21 after injection. The segments of immunoreactivity specific for sodium channels ranged in length from 35 to 72 μm, much longer than nodes of Ranvier, which are approximately 1 μm in length. Several demyelinated axons (especially at days 21 to 28 after injection) showed multiple regions of specific immunoreactivity, each extending over relatively long strecthes of bare axolemma (Fig. 2). These changes occurred along axons surrounded only by Schwann cell basal lamina without Schwann cell cytoplasm or myelin, implying that the new patches of sodium channels arose from within the axons themselves. Additionally, the length and location of the sodium channels indicated placement into previously internodal axolemma.

An important issue is whether such new distributions of sodium channels arise from the redistribution of already existing sodium channels at nodes of Ranvier or from the synthesis of new sodium channels. Evidence in favor of the synthesis of new sodium channels is available from radioimmunoassay (RIA) studies. RIA demonstrated a significant increase in the number of sodium channels in doxorubicin-demyelinated lateral line nerves of *C. auratus* (England et al., 1990, 1991). At days 14 and 28 after doxorubicin treatment there was approximately a three- to four-fold increase of sodium channels in the demyelinated nerves (Fig. 3). The time course of this phenomenon exactly paralleled that of the sodium channel distribution changes seen immunocytochemically (England et al., 1990). Taken together, these studies strongly suggest that new sodium channels are inserted into demyelinated axolemma.

Other studies have suggested a redistribution of sodium channels along demyelinated axons. For instance, Bostock and Sears demonstrated short segments of continuous conduction along axons demyelinated by diphtheria toxin (Bostock and Sears, 1976, 1978), and ferric ion-ferrocyanide (FeFCN) staining suggested a reorganization of axon membrane in rat demyelinated peripheral nerve fibers (Foster et al., 1980). More recently, increased sodium channel densities (assessed by tritiated saxitoxin binding) have been documented in the hypomyelinated brain of the mutant mouse shiverer, which has a deletion of the myelin basic protein gene (Noebels et al., 1991), as well as within the demyelinated brain lesions of human multiple sclerosis (Moll et al., 1991). Interestingly, the magnitude of these increases in sodium channels (two- to four-fold) closely approximates the values found in the RIA studies of doxorubicin-demyelinated nerves (England et al., 1991). Collectively, these data suggest that chronic demyelination in general causes a similar increase in the number of axonal sodium channels.

Although the above-noted studies are all consistent with the placement of new sodium channels along chronically demyelinated axons, the source of these channels is not known. The two major possibilities are that these sodium channels are synthesized within the neuron cell bodies or within glial cells. Sodium channels are quite clearly synthesized in neuron cell bodies (Brismar and Gilly, 1987) and transported within axons by fast axoplasmic transport (Lombet et al., 1985). In nerves demyelinated by doxorubicin, sodium channels increase despite the fact that Schwann cells die, suggesting a neuronal source for the new channels (England et al., 1990, 1991). Closely related work has demonstrated that excess sodium channels accumulate in afferent endings in nerve end neuromas (Devor et al., 1989) and within the tips of injured axons (England et al., 1994), further implying that new sodium channel distributions can arise solely from neuronal mechanisms. Since some astrocytes and Schwann cells contain sodium channels (Bevan et al., 1995; Black et al., 1999a; Chiu et al., 1994; Nowak et al., 1987; Ritchie
Fig. 4. Sodium channel clustering in remyelinating axons following intraneural microinjection of lyssolecithin. A: Aggregates of sodium channels form at the edges of a Schwann cell, 14 days postinjection. B: Two sodium channel clusters associated with different Schwann cells appear to fuse, forming a new node of Ranvier, also at 14 days postinjection. C: Two new nodes of Ranvier separated by a short internode, 60 days postinjection. Bars = 10 μm. (Panel C reproduced from Dugandzija-Novakovic et al., 1995, with permission of the Society for Neuroscience.)

et al., 1990; Shrager et al., 1985), one must, at the least, consider the possibility that these glial cells provide demyelinated axons with new sodium channels. Additionally, neuronal synthesis of sodium channels and glial transport of sodium channels to axons may both occur. Using a polyclonal anti-sodium channel antibody, Black et al. have demonstrated patches of increased sodium channel density along rat spinal cord axons demyelinated by ethidium bromide/irradiation (Black et al., 1991); however, this immunostaining occurred only at axonal sites in contact with astrocyte or Schwann cell processes. The association of astrocytes with sodium channels along demyelinated central nervous system axons is somewhat surprising since it is the oligodendrocytes which provide myelin in the central nervous system. But, as previously noted, some astrocytes are normally closely apposed to central axons at the perinodal region. Astrocytes, instead of oligodendrocytes, appear to have an intimate association with sodium channels in central axons. In a few other experimental systems the development of sodium channel clusters in axolemma appeared to depend upon glial-axonal contact (Black et al., 1985; Hildebrand and Waxman, 1983; Rosenbluth, 1985; Rosenbluth and Blakemore, 1984). Thus, glial cells may provide or promote the expression of sodium channels along some chronically demyelinated axons. Their exact contribution requires further study.
ACUTE DEMYELINATION

Intraneural microinjection of lyssolecithin causes acute demyelination (Hall and Gregson, 1971). The initial damage to myelin is visible within a few hours postinjection, progressing to complete demyelination of some axons within a few days. Proliferation of Schwann cells also occurs within a few days, and remyelination is evident by 9 to 10 days postinjection. This acute demyelination and rapid remyelination is, thus, much different than the chronic demyelination and incomplete remyelination which follows doxorubicin injection (England et al., 1988).

Using a site-directed polyclonal anti-sodium channel antibody, sodium channel clustering has been studied along rat sciatic axons demyelinated by intraneuronal injection of lyssolecithin (Dugandzija-Novakovic et al., 1995). Demyelination developed rapidly, and by 7 days postinjection many axons exhibited long stretches of complete demyelination. At this stage clusters of sodium channels were rarely seen, appearing only at heminodes (marking the transition from myelinated to demyelinated axon at the injection site) and occasionally in the middle of a demyelinated axonal segment (presumably representing original nodal clusters). Beginning at approximately 8 days, proliferating Schwann cells adhered to demyelinated axons, and clusters of sodium channels were found at the edges of the Schwann cells (Fig. 4A). When the Schwann cells elongated, the clusters of sodium channels seemed to move with them along the axon. As the Schwann cells continued to move toward one another, their associated clusters of sodium channels were forced together in the ever decreasing length of axon separating the Schwann cell processes. Eventually the clusters of sodium channels associated with two apposing Schwann cells appeared to fuse, forming new nodes of Ranvier (Fig. 4B and C). Thus, at least in this model of acute demyelination, sodium channel aggregation and mobility are presumably linked to or controlled by remyelinating Schwann cells.

Previous investigators have studied the electrophysiological changes which occur along axons after acute demyelination. Rat ventral root axons were demyelinated by lyssolecithin and examined using the electrophysiological technique of external longitudinal current analysis (Smith et al., 1982). New discrete foci of inward axonal current were seen as early as 4 days after application of lyssolecithin, at which time remyelination or other morphological evidence of nodal formation were not yet present. These investigators suggested that these discrete foci of inward current were destined to become new nodes of Ranvier; therefore, they named them "phi" siological nodes or "phi"-nodes. Perhaps these "phi" nodes are the electrophysiological correlate of the sodium channel clusters seen immunocytochemically (Dugandzija-Novakovic et al., 1995) although why the electrophysiological foci were seen earlier (4 days) than the immunocytochemical clusters (8 days) is not known. Whether "phi" nodes require Schwann cell influence for their formation or arise de novo is also not known.

Entirely different electrophysiological results were documented along rat ventral root axons acutely demyelinated by diptheria toxin (Bostock and Sears, 1976, 1978). Using the same technique of external longitudinal current analysis, Bostock and Sears recorded inwardly directed membrane currents over relatively long stretches of demyelinated axons, suggesting continuous conduction. Why axons acutely demyelinated by lyssolecithin should develop discrete foci of inward current (suggesting discrete foci of sodium channels), whereas axons acutely demyelinated by diptheria toxin should develop long segments of continuous conduction (suggesting long segments of internodal sodium channels) is an unresolved issue.

Sodium channel redistribution in demyelination may vary not only with the time course of this process (acute, subacute, and chronic) but also with the mechanism of demyelination. Resolution of these issues will require complementary electrophysiological and immunocytochemical studies. Understanding these processes in full will also require identification of the molecular interactions which determine aggregation of sodium channels within the axonal membrane.
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Abstract—Two cytokines, tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-1 (IL-1), which are released by macrophages during the early inflammatory phase of nerve injury, are known to induce activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK), which locate at different signal transduction pathways and are involved in cell cycle G_0/G_1 transition and cellular proliferation in human fibroblasts. Activation of these two protein kinases by the cytokines may stimulate fibroblast proliferation in damaged nerves and thereby play a role in the formation of a neuroma, a disorganized mass of tissue that interferes with neural regeneration and repair. To investigate the possibility that this mechanism is operative in neuroma formation, we used cultured, serum-starved fibroblasts from surgically removed human neuromas stimulated with TNF-α and/or IL-1α and IL-1β, and measured the activation of MAPK and SAPK using myelin basic protein (MBP) and human c-Jun (1–169) glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins as substrates. For comparison, neuroma fibroblast cultures were also stimulated with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and platelet-derived growth factor-AB (PDGF-AB), a potent activator for MAPK. TNF-α and both forms of IL-1 produced a rapid activation of MAPK, with a peak at 15 min for TNF-α stimulation, and a peak at 30 min for IL-1 stimulation. TNF-α combined with either IL-1α or IL-1β produced a synergistic effect on the activation of MAPK. The increases in MAPK induced by TNF-α and IL-1 were similar to the increases induced by PMA and PDGF-AB.

To confirm the presence of MAPK, immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting were carried out on experimental and control lysates. TNF-α and IL-1 also increased activation of SAPK, to a lesser extent than MAPK. PMA and PDGF-AB were also much less effective in stimulating activation of SAPK. Our findings indicate that TNF-α and IL-1 activate parallel signal transduction pathways in human neuroma fibroblasts, and that they are relatively stronger activators of MAPK than of SAPK. Previous studies have convincingly demonstrated that MAPK and SAPK are involved in human fibroblast proliferation. The results of our study suggest that TNF-α and IL-1 may play a role in frustrating functional nerve regeneration after injury by stimulating these two kinases, which, in turn, leads to fibroblast proliferation and formation of neuromas.† 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Injury to peripheral nerve initiates a series of cellular reactions that include invasion of the injury site by inflammatory cells and activation and transformation of the neural fibroblasts and Schwann cells. Interruption of the vascular supply and the associated cellular damage allow macrophages and other cells of immune origin to gain easy access to the interior of the nerve (Frišen et al., 1993; Venezie et al., 1995). Macrophages secrete large amounts of cytokines, in particular tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α). The environment in which this occurs (the interior of the damaged nerve) is somewhat sequestered from the extra-neural space and there is ample opportunity for the fibroblasts and Schwann cells therein to be exposed to cytokines or other cell signaling molecules.

An undesirable consequence of nerve damage is the development of a neuroma, which prevents neural growth and functional recovery. A neuroma consists of a disorganized mass of connective tissue made up largely of fibroblasts and their collagen products. Cytokines, which can be damaging or stimulatory to fibroblasts, may be involved in neuroma formation, but their role, if any, is unclear. The purpose of this study was to examine the response of human neuroma
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fibroblasts to cytokines and to determine if a growth or proliferative response could be identified.

TNF-α ( cachectin), a product of stimulated monocytes and macrophages, is a 17 kDa polypeptide that binds to two specific receptors (55 and 80 kDa) and mediates a wide range of biological activities (Vilcek and Lee, 1991). In human fibroblasts, the 55 kDa receptor is the major functional receptor for TNF-α (Tartaglia and Goeddel, 1991). Interleukin-1 occurs in the form of two polypeptides, IL-1α and IL-1β, which are distinct gene products with molecular weights of 17 kDa. However, they recognize the same cell surface receptors and share various biologic activities. There are two types of receptors for IL-1: receptor type I, a major functional receptor, of which the 25 kDa cytoplasmic portion is essential for signaling, and receptor type II, a smaller protein that is unimportant in signal transduction (Sims et al., 1993). Both TNF-α and IL-1 are proinflammatory cytokines and induce some similar biological effects, particularly those associated with local and systemic inflammatory processes, but they share only 3% of their primary amino acid structure and have entirely different receptors (Dinarello, 1991). TNF-α and IL-1 have been shown to stimulate fibroblast proliferation, modulate reparative functions following tissue injury, and accelerate wound healing (Dinarello, 1991; Schmidt et al., 1982; Sugarman et al., 1985; Vilcek et al., 1986; Vilcek and Lee, 1991).

Previous studies have demonstrated that TNF-α and IL-1 activate several protein kinases, including MAPK, in human fibroblasts, indicating that these two cytokines may share a cytoplasmic component of a signal transduction pathway (Guy et al., 1991). Activation of MAPK is an absolute requirement for triggering the fibroblast proliferative response and cell cycle progression (Meloche, 1995; Pagès et al., 1993). Recent studies have confirmed that, in some types of cells, TNF-α and IL-1 also induce activation of a novel protein kinase, stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK), which is part of a signal transduction cascade related to, but distinct from, the MAPK pathway (Brach et al., 1993; Kryriakis et al., 1994; Sánchez et al., 1994; Sluss et al., 1994; Westwick et al., 1994; Whitmarsh et al., 1995). Activated MAPK and/or SAPK can translocate into the nucleus and regulate the early response genes c-jun and c-fos, which are activated prior to the G1/S cell cycle transition. Neutralizing antibodies to c-jun or c-fos are capable of abolishing cell cycle progression in human fibroblasts.

In the present study, we stimulated fibroblasts cultured from human neurona tissues with TNF-α and IL-1 and found that both protein kinases, MAPK and SAPK, were activated in the stimulated cells. For activation of MAPK, the effect of a combination of TNF-α and either IL-1α or IL-1β was synergistic. PMA and PDGF-AB increased activation of MAPK, but had only weak effects on SAPK. These results suggest that TNF-α and IL-1 may trigger fibroblast proliferation and accelerate the early stages of neurona formation after injury to peripheral nerve.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Materials**

Human recombinant TNF-α (3.3 × 10⁴ units/μg), IL-1α (1 × 10⁴ units/μg), IL-1β (1 × 10⁴ units/μg), and platelet-derived growth factor isoform-AB (PDGF-AB) were purchased from Upstate Biotechnology Incorporated (UBI, Lake Placid, NY, U.S.A.). Anti-MAPK rabbit polyclonal antibody covalently coupled to protein A by dithiopyrimidiminate; anti-human MAPK polyclonal antibody, which recognizes 42 and 44 kDa isoforms of MAPK; and human c-Jun (1-189) GST fusion protein were also purchased from UBI. Protein transfer membrane was obtained from Amersham (England). [32P]ATP (800 Ci/mmol) and [32P]protein A (58.67 mCi/mg) were obtained from ICN (Irvine, CA, U.S.A.). Sodium pyrophosphate, trihydroxycarboxylic acid, b-glycerophosphate, and b-mercaptoethanol were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.). Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (D-MEM) and fetal bovine serum were obtained from Gibco BRL, Life Technologies, Inc. (Grand Island, NY, U.S.A.). PMA and all other reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.).

**Cell culture and cytokine treatment**

Human neurona tissues obtained from surgical patients were cut into pieces and cultured in D-MEM containing 20% fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of air with 5% CO₂. The cells were used at passages two to six. In each passage, about 1 × 10⁶ cells were seeded in 100 mm polystyrene tissue culture dishes and allowed to grow to confluence. The medium was changed to serum-free medium for 24 h prior to experimental manipulation. The quiescent cells were stimulated by adding 10 ng/ml TNF-α, 3 ng/ml IL-1α, or 3 ng/ml IL-1β or a combination of TNF-α and IL-1α or IL-1β. In another experiment, PDGF-AB (10 ng/ml) was added to the culture medium, and the cells were incubated for 15 min at 37°C, or PMA (300 ng/ml) was added to the medium and the cells were incubated for 10 min at 37°C. Control cells were cultured in the same fashion but were not stimulated with cytokines.

**MAPK in vitro assay**

Experimental and control cells were washed three times in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline, then scraped into 500 μl of ice-cold lysis buffer containing 50 mM b-glycerol-phosphate (pH 7.4), 7 mM NaF, and 0.3 mM EDTA. The cell lysate was collected into a pellet pestle tube (Kontes) and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The pellets were ground, then centrifuged again at 12,000 rpm for 15 min at
4°C. The supernatant was collected into a centrifuge tube and stored at −70°C for analysis. The protein concentration was measured with BCA protein assay reagent (Pierce, Rockford, IL, U.S.A.).

MAPK activity was determined with the use of myelin basic protein (MBP) as substrate. In this procedure, 15 µl of cell extract, 10 µl (2 µg/µl) MBP, 15 µl reaction buffer mixture containing 70 mM b-glycerophosphate, 10 mM NaF, 0.6 mM EDTA, 15 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 2 µCi [³²P]ATP, and 10 µM ATP were added. The tubes were vortexed gently and incubated for 10 min at 30°C. The reaction was stopped by placing 20 µl aliquots of the kinase assay mixture onto 2 × 2 cm squares of PV8 phosphocellulose papers, which were then washed in 0.75% phosphoric acid for 15 min with three changes of buffer. After the papers were rinsed in acetone for 5 min, each paper was transferred into a scintillation vial and radiolabel incorporation was determined by liquid scintillation counting. The remaining reaction mixture was mixed with 15 µl of 2X Laemmli's sample buffer, boiled for 5 min, and subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. The gel was washed extensively in a washing buffer containing 1% sodium pyrophosphate and 5% trichloroacetic acid, then dried for autoradiography.

**Immunocomplex MAPK assay**

Experimental and control cells were washed three times with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline, then lysed in 500 µl of lysis buffer containing 50 mM b-glycerophosphate (pH 7.4), 7 mM NaF, 0.3 M EDTA, 10 µg/ml leupeptin, and 10 µg/ml aprotinin. The cell lysates were centrifuged at 12,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microcentrifuge tube for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant (300 µl) was collected and incubated with protein A-agarose rabbit polyclonal antibody to MAPK for 2 h at 4°C. After centrifugation, the supernatant was removed, the bead-antibody-antigen complex was washed twice with lysis buffer, and the complex was resuspended in 20 µl of substrate (MBP, 2 µg/ml). The reaction was started by adding 20 µl of the reaction buffer mixture containing 5 µCi [³²P]ATP and 10 µM ATP, and the samples were incubated for 10 min at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 20 µl of 2X Laemmli’s sample buffer. The samples were boiled for 5 min and subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. After electrophoresis, the gel was dried and autoradiography was performed. Band densities were determined by scanning with a StrataScan 7000 (StrataGene, CA, U.S.A.).

**Immunoblotting**

Equal volumes of lysate were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. After electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred to a membrane using transfer buffer containing 20 mM Tris (base) (pH 8.6), 120 mM glycine, and 20% (V/V) methanol. The membrane was washed with PBS (pH 7.4), blocked with freshly prepared PBS containing 3% nonfat dry milk, and subsequently probed with rabbit polyclonal antibody to MAPK diluted 1:200 in PBS nonfat milk buffer overnight at 4°C. The next day, the membrane was washed with PBS buffer. For detection of antibody, the membrane was incubated in PBS nonfat milk buffer containing 125I-protein A (1 µCi/ml) for 2 h at room temperature, washed three times in PBS buffer, dried, and exposed to x-ray film at −70°C.

**Solid-phase JNK assay**

A previously described method (Hibi et al., 1993) was modified slightly and adapted for this experiment. Briefly, cultured cells were lysed with a buffer containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.7), 0.3 M NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM DTT, 20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 0.1 mM Na₂VO₄, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, and 100 µg/ml PMSF. The lysates were diluted in buffer containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.7), 75 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM DTT, 20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 0.1 mM Na₂VO₄, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, and 100 µg/ml PMSF. Diluted cell lysates (300 µl with 30 µg protein) were mixed with 5 µl of c-Jun GST agarose suspension and incubated with gentle agitation for 2 h at 4°C, then pelleted by centrifugation. The complexes were washed three times with HEPES binding buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.7, 50 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.05% Triton X-100), resuspended in 20 µl of kinase buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 20 mM MgCl₂, 20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 20 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 0.1 mM Na₂VO₄, 2 mM DTT) containing 20 µM ATP and 3 µCi [³²P]ATP, and incubated for 20 min at 30°C. The reaction was terminated by adding 20 µl of 2X Laemmli’s sample buffer and the samples were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. After electrophoresis the gel was washed with washing buffer for staining and autoradiography. The band density of phosphorylated c-Jun GST fusion protein was determined by scanning densitometry.

**RESULTS**

**Kinetics of MAPK activation**

MAPK phosphorylates MBP in vitro as a specific substrate. By measuring the ability of lysates from experimental and control cells to phosphorylate MBP, we determined the ability of cytokines alone and in combination to activate MAPK in human neutrophil fibroblasts. To determine optimal concentrations and contact time for stimulation, we initially measured the activity of MAPK in a concentration series following stimulation by TNF-α and IL-1. In this system, a peak of MAPK activation was reached for TNF-α at 10 ng/ml (Fig. 1(A)). This concentration is consistent with previous reports that cytokines in low concentration can stimulate proliferation and mediate various cellular functions of fibroblasts (Hattori et al., 1993; Sugarman et al., 1985; Vlck et al., 1986). The profile for IL-1α appeared to have two peaks, one at 1 ng and one at 100 ng; however, in preliminary experiments involving stimulation with IL-1α and TNF-α in combination, 3 and 6 ng of IL-1α gave similar results, and, therefore, 3 ng was chosen for use in subsequent experiments. As seen in Fig. 1(B), the peak at 6 ng was only slightly and non-significantly greater than the value at 3 ng. (Although we also saw a peak at 100 ng, this concentration is probably not physiological.) The time-dependent study of MAPK activation showed
that TNF-α induced a rapid activation of MAPK; the level was maximal at 15 min, then declined to control level at 1 h (Fig. 1(D)). For IL-1α and IL-1β stimulation, MAPK activity was maximal at 30 min (a slight delay from the peak with TNF-α), and declined by 60 min (Fig. 1(E) and (F)).

**TNF-α and IL-1 activation of MAPK in human neurona fibroblasts**

We evaluated MAPK activation produced by TNF-α and IL-1, individually and in combination, using a 15 min stimulation period. PMA and PDGF-AB, two
known activators of MAPK, were selected as positive controls. PMA is a potent activator of MAPK, exerting its effect by phosphorylation of protein kinase C and Raf-1 signal transduction pathways. We used 300 ng/ml of PMA, which produced maximal stimulation in the human neurona fibroblasts (data not shown). PDGF-AB, a major functional isof orm of platelet-derived growth factor that also stimulates fibroblast proliferation (Meyer-Ingold and Eichner, 1995), was used at a concentration of 10 ng/ml. PDGF-AB is an intrinsic tyrosine MAPK activator and the signal transduction pathway and mitogenic effects are well documented (Lubinus et al., 1994; Marshall, 1995; Valius and Kazlauskas, 1993). Following the 15 min stimulation period, the lysates from experimental and control cells were reacted with substrate (MBP) and reaction buffer containing [γ-32P]ATP for 10 min. Phosphorylation of MBP was used as the measure of MAPK activity in the lysates.

The results showed that treatment with either TNF-α or IL-1 alone increased activation of MAPK nearly 2.5-fold, compared with control. Samples treated with a combination of TNF-α and IL-1 showed a 3.5-fold increase in the phosphorylation of MBP, an increase greater than that produced by either cytokine alone (Fig. 2). The increase resulting from stimulation by the two cytokines together was also greater than that produced by PDGF-AB and was similar to that produced by PMA, which was the most potent activator used in our study. These results demonstrated that TNF-α and IL-1 are individually capable of activating MAPK and also that stimulation with the two cytokines together produces a synergistic effect that further enhances MAPK activation. Statistical analysis of the results from 8 to 11 independent repetitions showed that activation by TNF-α and IL-1 together was significantly greater than activation by either one alone (p<0.0001). Activation by TNF-α and IL-1β was also greater than activation by TNF-α alone (p<0.001), but was not significantly different from activation by IL-1β (p=0.051).

We undertook to demonstrate activation of MAPK more specifically, in that it is possible that some other protein kinase could potentially phosphorylate MBP, the substrate used in this study. To this end, immunoprecipitation of MAPK from experimental and control lysates was carried out with protein A-agarose bound to rabbit polyclonal antibody to MAPK, and the resulting immunocomplex was reacted with MBP and reaction buffer containing [γ-32P]ATP. Following electrophoresis, the densities of the phosphorylated MBP bands were calculated. It was found that, after stimulation with TNF-α, IL-1α, and IL-1β, MAPK levels were 4.5-, 2.3- and 3-fold higher than control levels, respectively. The combination of TNF-α and IL-1α and the combination of TNF-α and IL-1β produced 5.5- and 6-fold higher levels, respectively, compared with controls. PMA stimulation produced 7-fold higher levels, and PDGF-AB produced 5-fold higher levels, compared with controls (Fig. 3). Thus, activation of MAPK and the synergistic effect of the combination of TNF-α and IL-1 were confirmed in these experiments.

We analysed MAPK by immunoblotting with a polyclonal antibody that recognizes both the 42 and the 44 kDa isoforms. Activation of MAPK requires phosphorylation on the threonine and serine residues, which changes the electrophoretic mobility. In untreated control cells, the 42 kDa band was seen, but the 44 kDa band was somewhat stronger. In the lysate from the cytokine-treated cells (Fig. 4), however, the 44 kDa band was considerably more intense than the 42 kDa band. This type of molecular weight shift is consistent with MAPK activation.
**Gang Lu et al.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONT</th>
<th>TNFα</th>
<th>IL1α</th>
<th>IL1β</th>
<th>TNFα</th>
<th>PMA</th>
<th>PDGF</th>
<th>-AB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MBP**
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Fig. 3. Immunoprecipitation analysis of MAPK activity. (Top) The lysates from experimental and control cells were immunoprecipitated with protein A-agarose bound to rabbit polyclonal antibody to MAPK, and the resulting immunocomplexes were washed, resuspended, and mixed with reaction buffer containing MBP and [γ-32P]ATP for 10 min at 30°C. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2X Laemmli's sample buffer, after which the samples were boiled for 3 min and subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. (Bottom) The phosphorylated MBP bands were scanned and the densities of the bands were calculated and plotted as a histogram. CONT: control; T—IL1α, TNF-α plus IL-1α; T—IL1b, TNF-α plus IL-1β.

![Graph showing human neurona fibroblast lysates](image)

Fig. 4. Immunoblot analysis of human neurona fibroblast lysates. Lysates from experimental and control cells were analysed as previously described. Equal volumes of the lysates were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. After electrophoresis, the protein was transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes then probed with an anti-MAPK antibody that recognizes both the 44 and 42 kDa isoforms of MAPK. The immunocomplexes on the membrane were detected with 125I-labeled protein A and imaged by autoradiography.

**CONT** control.

**TNF-α and IL-1 activation of JNK/SAPK signaling pathway**

Recent studies have found that in some cell types, TNF-α and IL-1 activate a distinct signal transduction pathway, the JNK/SAPK signaling pathway, which is thought to be responsible for phosphorylation of the transactivating domain of the c-Jun protein in vivo and is an upstream regulator of activation of the c-Jun gene. Phosphorylated c-Jun homodimers have potent AP-1 activity and control the expression of a number of genes.

To determine if TNF-α and IL-1 induce activation of the JNK pathway in human neurona fibroblasts, solid-phase protein kinase assays were carried out using a GST fusion protein containing amino acids 1-169 of c-Jun. This c-Jun GST fusion protein is bound through its GST moiety to glutathione (GSH)-agarose beads to generate an affinity matrix for identification of c-Jun binding proteins. The c-Jun amino-terminal kinase binds to a specific region within the c-Jun transactivation domain and phosphorylates serine 63 and serine 73. After binding and SDS-PAGE, an increase in phosphorylated c-Jun GST was found in lysates treated with TNF-α, IL-1α, or IL-1β. IL-1β alone and IL-1β in combination with TNF-α phosphorylated the protein more efficiently than any of the other cytokines or combinations used in this study. Control lysa-
DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that TNF-α and IL-1 activate MAPK in human neuroma fibroblasts. Previous studies have shown that these cytokines share many common biological activities, despite the fact that they are structurally unrelated and bind to different cell surface receptors (Dinarello, 1991). This phenomenon could be explained by sharing of a common segment of a signal transduction pathway. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis has demonstrated that both TNF-α and IL-1 increase phosphorylation of a specific group of at least 23 proteins and decrease phosphorylation of 10 additional proteins, whereas other cytokines do not exhibit this effect (Guy et al., 1991; Guy et al., 1992). Because the TNF-α and IL-1 receptors lack intrinsic kinase activity, the cytokines bind to their receptors and initiate a signaling cascade by phosphorylation of intracellular protein kinases, including protein kinase C, protein kinase A, phospholipase C, MAPK, and SAPK (Brenner et al., 1989; Mizel, 1990; Saklatvala, 1995; Sluss et al., 1994; Vietor et al., 1993; Vlcek and Lee, 1991; Whitmarsh et al., 1995). The receptor for PDGF-AB does have intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity (Lubinus et al., 1994; Valius and Kazlauskas, 1993), and PMA is a potent tumor promoter and strong MAPK activator (Gause et al., 1993; Srinivasan and Begum, 1994). In our study, both induced a large increase in activation of MAPK, but only weak activation of SAPK, and the increase in MAPK activation stimulated by TNF-α and IL-1 was similar to that produced by PMA and PDGF-AB. These results indicate that TNF-α and IL-1 are relatively potent stimulators of MAPK in these cells.

MAPK can phosphorylate a large number of proteins after they are activated. These proteins, which include c-Fos, Elk-1, and c-Myc, are often regulatory in nature and are located in the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Saklatvala, 1995). Moreover, upstream proteins of the MAPK cascade, including NGF receptor, EGF receptor, PTP2C, SOS, Raf-1, and MEK, are also good substrates for MAPK (Cano and Mahdavian, 1995; Seger and Krebs, 1995). Cytoskeletal elements, such as MAP-1, MAP-2, and MAP-4, are

Fig. 5 Determination of SAPK activity with solid-phase protein kinase assay. (Top) Experimental and control cell lysates were diluted to a volume of 300 μl containing 30 μg protein. The lysate solution was mixed with agarose-conjugated human c-Jun (1-169) GST fusion protein and incubated with gentle agitation for 2 h at 4°C, then pelleted. After washing, the pellets were resuspended and incubated in kinase buffer containing [γ-32P]ATP for 20 min at 30°C. The reaction was terminated by adding 2X Laemmli’s sample buffer and the samples were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE. Following electrophoresis, the gel was washed and imaged by autoradiography. (Bottom) Radioactivity incorporated into the bands of c-Jun GST was measured by densitometry and the results were plotted as a histogram. CONT: control; T—IL-1α, TNF-α plus IL-1α, T—IL-1β, TNF-α plus IL-1β.
also substrates for MAPK (Saklatvala, 1995; Seger and Krebs, 1995); phosphorylation of these proteins regulates cytoskeletal rearrangements and cellular morphology.

Usually, activation of MAPK is involved in the cell cycle G0, G1 transition and is directly correlated with cellular proliferation (Boulton et al., 1990; Meloche, 1995). However, in some types of cells, such as neurons, activation of MAPK is unrelated to cell proliferation (Qui and Green, 1992; Traverse et al., 1992). MAPK activation in PC12 cells causes cellular differentiation that is frequently accompanied by cessation of proliferation (Cowley et al., 1994). Some forms of PDGF are potent activators of MAPK in human fibroblasts; the isoforms PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB elicit a strong mitogenic response, whereas PDGF-AA is not a major functional isoform and does not have a significant effect on DNA synthesis in the cells (Lubinus et al., 1994; Meyer-Ingold and Eichner, 1995). Both TNF-α and IL-1 have been shown to promote MAPK activation and also to promote DNA synthesis in fibroblasts. In fact, these activities of the two cytokines have been most convincingly demonstrated in studies of fibroblasts (Guy et al., 1991; Vetric et al., 1993; Vlcek et al., 1986; Schmidt et al., 1982). Data from our study substantiate the finding that TNF-α and IL-1 may accelerate cell proliferation following activation of MAPK. However, our study also shows that TNF-α and IL-1 activate MAPK synergistically, which may be due to binding of the cytokines to different receptors affecting a common target kinase. TNF-α and IL-1 show many synergistic functions (Dinarello, 1991; Vlcek and Lee, 1991), and these cytokines have been found in wound fluid and plasma after injury (Grayson et al., 1993; Wells et al., 1992), which suggests that they have intrinsic secondary relationships to one another.

TNF-α and IL-1 activate SAPK in human neurona fibroblasts, a signal transduction pathway thought to be distantly related to the MAPK pathway. Two SAPK isoforms (46 kDa SAPK, and 55 kDa SAPK) have been identified. SAPK can activate transcriptional activity of c-jun by phosphorylation of the c-Jun NH2-terminal domain at serine 63 and 73 (Hibi et al., 1993; Kyriakis et al., 1994). MAPK and SAPK are similar in that both require dual phosphorylation at threonine and serine within subdomain VIII for activation (Cano and Mahadevan, 1995); however, upstream protein kinases are distinct. For downstream substrates, although MAPK also phosphorylates c-Jun, phosphopetide mapping has indicated that phosphorylation occurs at a C-terminal site on Ser-243 that is inhibitory (Minden et al., 1994).

In our study, activation of SAPK was induced by TNF-α and IL-1 binding to their receptors and mediating a distinct signaling transduction pathway.

Cytokines affect both MAPK and SAPK (Saklatvala, 1995); however, the transcriptional control site is thought to be a physiologically significant target of their signaling transduction pathways (Whitmarsh et al., 1995). Several studies have demonstrated that MAPK induces activation of c-fos and SAPK activates c-jun. Both c-fos and c-jun are components of the AP-1 transcription factor complex, which is capable of forming homodimers and heterodimers with various other members of the Jun–Fos family (Angel and Karin, 1991). TCF and Elk-1 can also be substrates for both MAPK and SAPK. Phosphorylation of Elk-1 by these kinases leads to increased TCF at SRE (serum response element) and increased transcriptional activity, which contributes to increased c-fos expression by activating the c-fos promoter associated with SRE (Whitmarsh et al., 1995). Increased expression of Fos and Jun proteins is essential for activation of AP-1. Studies have also demonstrated that TNF-α-stimulated fibroblast proliferation requires activation of c-jun/AP-1 (Brach et al., 1993). In our study, TNF-α and IL-1 increased activation of MAPK and SAPK, which would, in turn, promote fibroblast proliferation by increasing c-fos and c-jun activity.

TNF-α and IL-1 are secreted by macrophages in the peripheral and central nervous systems, and the levels of these cytokines have been shown to increase dramatically in plasma 24–48 h after peripheral nerve injury (Wells et al., 1992). In addition, cytokines can induce non-neuronal cells such as astrocytes, Schwann cells, and fibroblasts to produce NGF, which may facilitate the regeneration of injured axons (Carmak-Krzan et al., 1991; Lindholm et al., 1987, 1988; Hattori et al., 1993). Our results indicate that TNF-α and IL-1 induce activation of MAPK and SAPK in human neurona fibroblasts and that these activated protein kinases may act to accelerate fibroblast proliferation, which clearly has a central role in neurona formation. The results of this and other studies suggest that early inflammatory events may have an important role in the initiation of cellular events that could lead to neurona formation. However, additional events, possibly including the lingering presence of inflammatory cells and the continued release of cytokines, must occur to maintain the activation of the fibroblasts beyond the role required for repair.
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NEUROTIZATION OF MOTOR NERVES INNERVATING THE LOWER EXTREMITY BY UTILIZING THE LOWER INTERCOSTAL NERVES

ABSTRACT

An animal model in the rat was developed to study the reinnervation of ventral roots contributing to lower-extremity nerves by use of intercostal nerves. Intercostal nerves and distal cauda equina roots were anastomosed using a collagen tube and microsurgical technique. Most experimental animals could lift their previously paralyzed legs and could walk with a severe limp by 9 months postoperatively. Recordings of nerve action potentials (NAPs) and muscle action potentials (MAPs) indicated that the intercostal and sciatic nerves had some functional connections. Histological analysis 12 months after repair demonstrated axonal regeneration extending from the intercostal nerves to and down lumbar ventral roots. Most of the regenerated fibers were moderately well-myelinated. Connections between the neurons of the anterior horn cells in the lower thoracic spinal cord and the reinnervated sciatic nerve were confirmed by retrograde tracer, using fast blue.

Intercostal nerves have been used for a number of years in an attempt to reinnervate the arm in very proximal brachial plexus stretch and avulsive injuries. Although results vary from series to series, some 40 to 50 percent of patients do regain biceps/brachialis function. However, it has been difficult for such a neurotization procedure to provide more than one function. Patients recovering elbow flexion seldom gain shoulder abduction, even though the intercostal nerves are extended by grafts to axillary and/or suprascapular nerves.

The use of the intercostals for originating axons is one of several forms of neurotization used in the upper extremity. Neurotization techniques for the lower extremity are, to date, not as feasible as those for the upper extremity. This is, at least partly, due to the distance between the upper intercostal nerves and the femoral and sciatic nerves. In the current study, we designed an animal model of neurotization of lower-extremity nerves, by anastomosing ipsilateral and contralateral lower intercostal nerves to the ventral lumbar nerve roots of the cauda equina.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surgical Technique. Ten healthy adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (weight: 270 to 330 g) were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection with pentobarbital (4 mg/100 g). Atropine (0.12 ml) was given intramuscularly to inhibit bronchial secretions. Once anesthesia was satisfactory, the rats were intubated with an endotracheal tube, which was then connected to a small animal ventilator. Then, the rats were placed in a...
prone position. Under sterile conditions, an incision was made in the midline from thoracic vertebra 8 to lumbar vertebra 3. As the current experiments were designed to use the intercostal nerves on either the left or right sides, the incision was extended to the left (5 rats) and right (5 rats) at the thoracic 12 level. This was done at a left or right angle to the midline (Fig. 1). In this way, a "I" or "l" type incision was made.

The operation was then continued under the operating microscope. The paraspinal muscles were transected at the thoracic 12 level and were also dissected away from the T8 through L2 lamina. A laminectomy was done between T8 and L2. This was carried out with both a mini-drill and a small rongeur. Intercostal muscles were then incised along the ribs. Care was taken to maintain the pleura and not to enter the thoracic cavity. The intercostal nerves of thoracic 9 to 12 on the right side (in 5 rats) or left side (in 5 rats) were carefully separated one by one, using micro-tweezers and scissors. The length of the intercostal nerves needed for the anastomosis depended on the distance between the outlets of the intercostal nerves and the ventral roots of the lower-extremity nerves. The intercostal nerves at the T9 and T10 levels were sectioned distal to the lateral cutaneous branch, and those at T11 and T12 were sectioned proximal to the lateral cutaneous branch. After all four intercostal nerves had been isolated, they were then tunneled under the paraspinal muscles, and the soft tissues were closed.

The dura at the level of L1 and L2 was opened at the midline. At the upper and lower ends of the opening, the dura was cut at a 90° angle, so an incision shaped as "I" was made. The sciatic and femoral nerves of the rat receive input from the spinal cord segments of lumbar 3 to 6 via their ventral and some posterior roots.12 Dissections prior to these experiments showed that the nerve roots of L3 to L6 were approachable at an L-1 to L-2 intraspinal level. The exposed spinal cord was gently rotated with a moistened cotton-tipped applicator. The left ventral roots of L3 to L6 were identified, and cut with a pair of micro-

---

Figure 1. Schematic illustration depicts the method of connecting the intercostal nerves to the distal ventral roots leading to the sciatic and femoral nerves of the rat. A. Left intercostal nerves were connected to the left cauda equina distal ventral roots. B. Right intercostal nerves were connected to the left cauda equina distal ventral roots.
scissors below the transition region (TR) of the central and peripheral nervous system. A collagen tube 1.5 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length (product of Colla-Tec, Inc.) was fixed with a 6-0 nylon suture to the ligament of the serratus dorsalis muscle. The position of the tube was between the upper end of L-1 and lower end of L-2 vertebrae. All the previously separated intercostal nerves and the dissected left L3 to L6 roots were trimmed at their ends, and carefully placed inside the tube with microtweezers through the openings at both ends of the tube.

The intercostal nerves and the ventral roots were adjusted, so that their ends were in contact. The intercostal nerves and ventral roots were fixed to either side of the tube with a 9-0 suture and to the muscles and ligaments beside the vertebrae (Fig. 2). Entubulation of the intercostal nerve and distal nerve roots prevented effective regeneration of axons from the transected proximal lumbar roots into the distal lumbar roots. The dural defect was then covered with a piece of subcutaneous fat. The superficial back muscles were closed with 4-0 chronic gut and the skin with 5-0 Mersiline sutures. Each animal was given a 0.5 ml subcutaneous injection of penicillin G and was kept in a warm room for 2 days, then returned to the routine animal care room in its cage.

Electrophysiologic Examinations. Twelve months after the operation, the animals were anesthetized with an injection of ketamine (40 mg/kg) intrapertioneally. An incision was made at the mid-thigh level on the left site using the operating microscope. Hamstring muscles were retracted to expose the sciatic complex. For nerve action potential (NAP) recording, the stimulating electrodes were bipolar platinum wire electrodes placed on the sciatic nerve. NAPs were recorded from the T9 to T12 intercostal nerves by using a bipolar platinum wire electrode. The distance between each of the bipolar electrodes was 0.5 cm. A ground electrode was placed in the rat's tail. Muscle action potentials (MAPs) were recorded from the muscles of legs of the rats by stimulation of the T9 to T12 intercostal nerves with bipolar platinum wire electrodes. Recording electrodes were two stainless steel needles inserted into the more distal leg muscles. The distance between the two sets of electrodes was 5 cm. A similar electrode was placed subcutaneously in the neck and was used as a ground electrode. Either a TECA TD20 electrophyslogic scope or a Gould 400 digital storage oscilloscope was used for recording. Stimulus was a square electric pulse; its duration was 0.05 ms and its intensity was 5 to 7 volts. At a bandwidth of 20 to 2000 Hz, NAP and MAP responses were recorded and replicated on the scope's X-Y plotter. While recording, the rectal temperature was maintained at 38°C by a heating pad.

Neuroanatomic and Histologic Studies. In the rats used for neuroanatomic studies, a fast blue (FB) solution (5 mg in 100 μl distilled water) was applied, according to the method of Aschoff and Hollander. The fast blue solution was drawn into a small container made from a plastic tube. The sciatic nerve was freshly cut just proximal to its division into the peroneal, posterior tibial, and sural nerves, and immediately placed into the fast blue solution. Nerve and container were carefully sealed away from surrounding tissues by bone wax, which was softened by mineral oil. The nerve remained immersed in the solution for 90 min and was then removed. After FB application, the wounds were closed and the animals allowed to survive 72 to 96 hr. Then, the rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital and transcardially perfused for 3 to 5 min with saline (pH 7.2), followed by 8 percent paraformaldehyde (pH 5.6) for 5 to 10 min.

The thoracic spinal cord extending from T9 to T12 was then removed and placed at 4°C in a fixative containing 30 percent sucrose. The spinal cords were cut 12 hr later in serial transverse sections on a freezing microtome. Sections were mounted on glass slides for study of the spinal neurons under a fluorescent microscope. For the histologic studies, the rats were also perfused as above. The T9 to T12 intercostal nerves, L3 to L6 distal ventral roots, and sciatic nerve were removed, and kept in 2.5 percent glutaraldehyde.
and 1 percent paraformaldehyde for 24 hr. Postfixation was by 1 percent osmium tetroxide. Tissue samples were then dehydrated with alcohol. Each nerve (or root) was embedded in 100 percent Epon and sectioned transversely with an ultramicrotome for light or electron microscopy. Semi-thin sections were stained with toluidine blue and basic fuchsin for light microscopy. The thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined using a 2168 Ultrastainer Carlsberg System (LKB Bromma).

RESULTS

The left lower extremity was completely paralyzed following operation. The rats could move around with their forelegs and right hind legs, but they dragged their left hind legs along. Respiratory function did not show any noticeable changes and urination recovered within a day. Surgery did not obviously affect the growth of the rats; their weight had increased to about 500 g when they were weighed 12 months later. The muscles on the left hind leg of some rats showed moderate atrophy. Three rats died during the 12-month period of study. Reasons for death were not entirely clear but were probably pulmonary in origin. About 6 months later, the left lower extremity of some rats could move with respiration, and most rats could lift and walk with their left hind legs, although with quite a limp by 9 months after operation.

NAPs were recorded 12 months postoperatively. Most rats showed good responses (Fig. 3A). MAPs could be recorded from both flexor and extensor muscles of the thigh and lower legs. These MAP responses were surprisingly good (Fig. 3B); conduction velocities and amplitudes were close to those of normal controls.

Figure 3. Nerve action potential (NAP) and muscle action potential (MAP) were recorded by stimulating intercostal nerves from a rat 12 months postoperatively. A. NAP recorded from sciatic nerve. Stimulus output is to the left of the tracing. B. MAP recorded from hamstring muscles. C. MAP recorded from flexor muscles of the hip. D. MAP recorded from gastrocnemius muscles.
Figure 4. A. Photomicrograph of a transverse section of junctional area demonstrating the presence of regenerating nerve fibers in a rat sacrificed 12 months postoperatively. Regenerated nerve fibers are intermixed with degenerated fibers (magnification ×125). B. Photomicrograph of a transverse section of a distal ventral root showing extensive regeneration of intercostal nerve fibers into the nerve root (magnification ×125; bar length = 40 μm). C. Photomicrograph of a transverse section of sciatic nerve. Regenerated fibers are intermixed with intact sensory fibers (magnification ×125).

Figure 4 presents the histologic results from both peripheral nerves and cauda equina roots involved in the regenerative process. Extensive regeneration of nerve fibers can be seen originating from the intercostal nerves attached to the lower-extremity nerves. Electron microscopy indicated that distal to the junction of the intercostal nerves and lumbar 3 to 6 ventral roots, many regenerative nerve fibers were present. Myelination was moderately mature (Fig. 5).

Results with fast-blue tracing showed that many neurons in the ventral horns of the thoracic spinal cord, extending from T9 to T12, contained fluorescent materials. It is presumed that these neurons contribute to the reconstructed sciatic nerve. Figure 6 is a microphotograph taken from the ventral horn of the thoracic spinal cord of a rat at a T10 to T11 level. This provided evidence that the nerve fibers in the reconstructed sciatic nerve were anatomically connected to these neurons.

**DISCUSSION**

Studies of the plasticity of the nervous system have been conducted on a wide range of species. The central nervous system has the capacity of adapting to severe changes in the arrangement of its outputs and inputs through the cross-anastomosis of peripheral nerves.16–21 Intercostal nerves have been used to neuroti-
fibers through the anastomosis and into more distal nerves. There was also some reversal of paralysis in the lower extremity of these rats. Such a technique, which connects the intercostal nerves to ventral lumbar roots, seems worthy of further study.

Mismatching of motor and sensory fibers from donor nerves with their pathways to recipient nerves leads to minimized useful functions. For some mixed nerves, it has been assumed that only 10 percent (0.1) of the fibers are motor. The matching probability for the connection of motor fibers in two such mixed nerves is 0.01 \(p = 0.1 \times 0.1 = 0.01\). In the current study, the intercostal nerves contain only 10 to 20 percent of motor nerve fibers, on the other hand, the ventral roots have 100 percent motor fibers. Thus, the matching possibility for motor nerve fibers is at most 10 to 20 percent. As a result, anastomosis of the intercostal nerves to ventral roots has a higher matching possibility for motor fibers than the connection of intercostal nerves with mixed nerves, such as elements of the brachial plexus.

The motor elements of the lower intercostal nerves innervate several thoracic and abdominal muscles, such as the musculus intercostales externi and interni, musculus rectus abdominis, musculus obliquus internus abdominis, musculus transversus abdominis, and musculus obliquus externus abdominis. These lower intercostal nerves were considered as suitable donors, since they can provide at least two different muscle functions. Narakas has indicated that a few hundred axons seem to be sufficient to reinnervate efficiently a poorly differentiated muscle like the biceps, but thousands are needed to restore the delicate balance of the small intrinsic muscles of the hand and to give them tactile gnosia. Muscular activity of the lower extremity is much less delicate than that of the upper extremity. In addition, the technique used in the current study provides a higher matching possibility for motor fibers. Evidence has shown that the lower intercostal nerves can provide more motor nerve fibers than the upper intercostal nerves. Plonard and Samardzic et al. have indicated that an intercostal nerve in the human contains about 500 to 700 motor nerve fibers, but results from Schalow et al. suggest that this number is closer to 1000 to 2000. The differences between the two studies arise because the former used upper intercostal nerves in their study, while the latter examined lower intercostal nerves.

The distance required for intercostal nerves to reach ventral roots, either ipsilateral or contralateral, is comparable. Thus, some reconnection to lower-extremity nerves can be achieved, using contralateral intercostal nerves. This would be useful when the ipsilateral intercostal nerves are dysfunctional, because of more proximal and unilateral spinal cord or
contralateral cerebral injury. Under such circumstances, contralateral intercostal nerves could be used to neurotize lower-extremity nerves (Fig. 7). A suitable length of lower intercostal nerves can be directly attached to the cauda equina roots. This kind of grafting might be useful, if the intercostal nerves were used to bypass a distal spinal cord injury, cauda equina injury, or irreparable injuries to the pelvic plexus.

The current study was conducted on a lower animal, the rat, which is quite different from the human. Further studies need to be done on higher animals, such as the primate, before this technique can be applied to humans. To our knowledge, loss of lower intercostal function did not adversely affect abdominal-wall function in the rat. Nevertheless, this may be a more serious complication in higher animals or in humans.
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ABSTRACT

Background. Gabapentin is a new anticonvulsant that has been used in the treatment of neuropathic pain. Anecdotal reports from patients who have been treated with gabapentin suggest that the range of efficacy in the management of pain may extend beyond neuropathic pain syndromes. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of gabapentin on pain thresholds in rats with pain generated by infection-induced inflammation in an attempt to delineate the limits of gabapentin's role in producing analgesia.

Methods. The effect of gabapentin on pain induced by inflammation was studied in albino rats using paw withdrawal latencies, tail-flick, and hotplate techniques. Following baseline threshold determinations, a subcutaneous injection of complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) was administered into one volar forepaw. Withdrawal latencies were determined following subcutaneous administration of gabapentin, carbamazepine, ibuprofen, morphine, or saline.

Results. In contrast to its previously described efficacy in altering pain thresholds in the chronic constriction injury and formalin injection models of neuropathic pain and its anti-allodynic effect following nerve root ligation, gabapentin has no effect on paw withdrawal latencies associated with CFA-induced inflammation or on baseline hotplate or tail-flick response.
Conclusions. Gabapentin has no effect on pain initiated by CFA-induced inflammation. Gabapentin’s effect in the treatment of neuropathic pain may be mediated through modulation of peripheral mechanisms related to the altered function of ion channels in damaged neurons. Such a mechanism suggests that improved nociceptive pain in clinical reports may have an underlying neuropathic component that is reduced by gabapentin.

Keywords: Gabapentin, neuropathic pain, inflammatory pain, analgesia
INTRODUCTION

Anticonvulsant medications have frequently been used to treat neuropathic pain syndromes such as trigeminal neuralgia, post-herpetic neuralgia, and diabetic polyneuropathy \(^{(17, 42, 46, 70)}\). Gabapentin is a new anticonvulsant medication that has been released for use as add-on therapy in the treatment of refractory complex partial seizures. Because of its favorable side-effect profile \(^{(4, 49, 56)}\), gabapentin has been tried and rapidly accepted by pain management specialists as an effective option for the treatment of many intractable neuropathic pain syndromes \(^{(17, 48, 50)}\). In our clinical experience, anecdotal reports from patients who have been treated with gabapentin for neuropathic pain suggest that the range of efficacy for gabapentin in the management of pain may extend beyond neuropathic pain syndromes. These patients report improvement in joint pain associated with arthritis and improvement in chronic low back pain.

Although gabapentin has been studied extensively \(^{(72, 73)}\), its exact mechanism of action in general and its specific role in reducing the pain remains unknown. Recent studies in animals have shown that gabapentin reduces the pain thresholds in the chronic constriction injury (CCI) \(^{(3)}\) and the nerve root ligature (Chung model) \(^{(36)}\) models of neuropathic pain \(^{(32, 87, 88)}\) and in the late-phase response of the formalin-induced inflammatory pain \(^{(22, 81)}\) model \(^{(65)}\). The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of gabapentin on pain thresholds in rats with pain generated by infection-induced inflammation in an attempt to delineate the limits of gabapentin's role in producing analgesia. The results of this study provide a basis for comparison of gabapentin's
effect on pain thresholds that have been produced by different initiating mechanisms in
the hope of identifying potential sites of action for this drug. Some of these results
have been reported elsewhere (21).
METHODS

Pain responses were measured in albino Sprague-Dawley rats. The latency to paw withdrawal, to tail-flick, and to hotplate aversion were the determinants of pain threshold. Paw withdrawal latency was measured according to the protocol of Hargreaves et al. (26). Rats weighing between 250-350 g were housed 2 animals to a cage. For testing the rats were placed in plexiglass chambers on a glass plate and were allowed to acclimate to their surroundings for a minimum of 5 minutes. The animals were allowed free range of activity within the chamber. The glabrous surface of each of the paws was stimulated in succession through the glass plate using a halogen heat source. The latency of paw withdrawal from the onset of stimulation was measured automatically using an IITC analgesiometer (IITC Life Science, Inc., Woodland Hills, CA). The stimulus was automatically discontinued after 10.7 seconds to avoid tissue damage. Each paw was stimulated 4 times during each testing session. Baseline pain thresholds were determined in 3 separate testing sessions on 3 separate days. Tail-flick latency was measured in a group of 12 rats. Morphine sulfate (10 mg/kg), ibuprofen (40 mg/kg) or gabapentin (40 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously to each rat. The order of drug administration was randomized with at least 4 days between drugs. Baseline latency was measured immediately before and at 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes after administration of drug. For the tail-flick test, the stimulus was discontinued after 12 seconds to avoid tissue damage. The same 12 rats were tested for hotplate analgesia immediately before and 45 minutes after drug administration. The rats were placed on the hotplate surface that was set at 52°C. The
rats were removed from the hotplate surface when they licked a hindpaw, jumped, or if they did not respond after 30 seconds. The time from stimulus onset to removal from the hotplate was recorded.

Following baseline threshold determinations for paw withdrawal latency, the rats were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine (60 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg). One forepaw of each rat received a subcutaneous injection of 0.25 ml of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA; Mycobacterium tuberculosis; Sigma) suspended in an oil:saline (1:1) emulsion (0.5 mg Mycobacterium/ml emulsion) using a sterile tuberculin syringe. The rats were then weighed and allowed to recover from anesthesia. Pain thresholds were measured on 5 separate days during the week following CFA injection. Either gabapentin (20-160 mg/kg) or normal saline was administered by subcutaneous injection 1 hour prior to each testing session. Ibuprofen (100 mg/kg) was given as a positive treatment control. Carbamazepine (40 mg/kg) was used as a negative treatment control.

To confirm that the route of administration and drug absorption was adequate to produce a response, 2 groups of 11 rats were subjected to subcutaneous injections of 5% formalin in isotonic saline into the plantar surface of one hindpaw 30 minutes after receiving a subcutaneous injection of either gabapentin (160 mg/kg) or normal saline. Time spent in licking, lifting, and biting the injected paw was monitored for 90 minutes following the formalin injection and recorded at 5 minute intervals.
RESULTS

Baseline withdrawal latencies were determined in all rats on 3 separate occasions after 2 days of environmental acclimation and prior to experimental intervention. Paw withdrawal latencies ranged between 4-7 seconds. Figure 1 compares the mean baseline withdrawal latencies for forepaws and hindpaws. The latency of forepaw withdrawal was shorter (mean=5.05-5.12 sec.) than for hindpaw withdrawal (mean=5.56-5.77 sec.). There was no significant difference in withdrawal latencies between sides of the body. After CFA injection, the inflamed paw showed edema and erythema that involved the entire paw and frequently extended to the proximal forelimb. Behaviorally, the rats demonstrated reduced activity. There was significant guarding of the injected paw that was infrequently placed on the floor of the cage or testing chamber. The withdrawal latency for the injected paw on the day following CFA injection decreased to between 0.5-1.5 sec. with little change in the latency of the non-injected paws (Fig. 2). After the withdrawal latency was determined on 2 separate occasions, control injections of normal saline were administered prior to determining withdrawal latencies. A gradual and progressive increase in withdrawal latency of the injected paw continued but never returned to baseline levels of the non-injected paws during the period of study. Changes in the withdrawal latencies in the non-injected paws of the saline-treated controls were not significantly different from baseline.

The subcutaneous administration of gabapentin at 40 mg/kg had no effect on the physical appearance of the inflammatory response. Edema and erythema remained
unchanged. In addition, Figure 3 shows that the latencies of paw withdrawal to thermal stimulation in the gabapentin-treated rats were virtually identical to those of saline treated controls. Any difference between the gabapentin-treated group of rats and controls, although statistically significant was extremely small and was consistently of similar magnitude and in similar relationship to the control group for all days tested. This response was seen for each of the paws. The lack of analgesic effect with gabapentin was unrelated to the dose of gabapentin used in doses ranging between 20 mg/kg and 160 mg/kg (Fig. 4). Indeed, minimal differences between treated animals and controls were greater at doses of 20 mg/kg and 40 mg/kg than at doses of 80 mg/kg and 160 mg/kg and were more likely related to group differences than to a dose-response relationship. The effect of gabapentin on the inflammatory pain threshold was not significantly different when compared to the effect of ibuprofen depicted in Figure 4 or carbamazepine (40 mg/kg) depicted in Figure 5.

The effects of gabapentin, ibuprofen, and morphine in the tail-flick and hotplate tests are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Typically, the tail-flick and hotplate tests are sensitive to high-efficacy analgesics but insensitive to antiinflammatory drugs. Morphine produced a significant increase in tail-flick and hotplate latency whereas gabapentin and ibuprofen were virtually indistinguishable from baseline latencies.

In light of the negative response to gabapentin observed following the CFA injections and in the tail-flick and hotplate tests, the efficacy of our sample of gabapentin was subjected to formalin testing. Figure 8 depicts our data as depicted by Singh et al. 65, separating phase I (0-10 minutes) and phase II (10-90 minutes) and
shows that gabapentin produces a significant decrease in aversive behavior during phase II of the formalin test. The reduction in the phase II response is consistent with what would be predicted from Singh et al. Figure 9 depicts the data in an expanded format to show in addition that gabapentin’s effect in phase II occurs primarily between 40 and 80 minutes after the formalin injection. It should be noted that 10 of the 11 gabapentin-treated rats fell asleep, whereas only 2 of the 11 saline-treated rats slept during phase II of the formalin test. The data from rats sleeping more than 50% of phase II (1 rat from each group) were not used in the statistical analysis. The observation that a greater percentage of the gabapentin-treated rats were able to sleep than the saline-treated controls, suggests that gabapentin has either a strong antinociceptive or anxiolytic effect during phase II of the formalin test.
DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that gabapentin had little, if any, effect on pain responses associated with CFA-induced inflammation. In addition, there was no effect on baseline pain thresholds as measured by the tail-flick or hotplate test. These observations are consistent with the lack of response seen following carrageenan-induced paw edema\(^{(85)}\) but is in contrast with the results of studies in which gabapentin increased pain thresholds in animals where pain was initiated either by loose ligature of a peripheral nerve\(^{(87,88)}\) or nerve root\(^{(32)}\) or by subcutaneous injections of formalin\(^{(85)}\). The difference in response suggests that the mechanism of injury in both the CCI and Chung models and the formalin injection model alters neuronal function in a fashion unlike CFA-induced inflammation that allows gabapentin to have an effect.

Although each of the experimental models being considered has a component of inflammation associated with tissue damage in its implementation, only the CFA injection model is likely to maintain the integrity of nociceptive neurons. Inflammation produced by infectious mechanisms augments the activity of peripheral neurons by reducing the threshold to firing of nociceptive neuronal elements. Chemoactive agents such as bradykinin, prostaglandins, leukotrienes, serotonin, adenosine and histamine that are released during the inflammatory response have been shown to reduce nociceptor and axonal firing thresholds without altering neuronal morphology\(^{(40,55,75,82)}\). These substances are released in high concentrations in response to infection and local irritation. The release of inflammatory mediators has been thought to be
potentiated in conditions of neutrophilic proliferation and reduced pH \(^{(7, 25, 75)}\) and through the activity of the sympathetic nervous system \(^{(6, 8, 37, 44, 52, 53, 60, 61, 64, 75, 77, 78)}\). In the formalin test, the initial irritation produced by subcutaneous injections of formalin with the subsequent release of chemoactive agents is of an inflammatory nature and is associated with rapidly increasing formalin concentrations in surrounding tissue during diffusion. Unlike the CFA-induced inflammation, the initial inflammatory effect in the formalin test is short-lived because the rapid penetration of formalin ultimately destroys surrounding tissues including the terminal elements of peripheral nerves, thus adding a neuropathic component to the pain elicited by formalin injection. Since the features of inflammation are likely to be present to varying degrees in each of the experimental models and the associated pain is refractory to treatment with gabapentin, it is unlikely that gabapentin produces its effect through modulation of these mechanisms.

In contrast, CCI produces nerve constriction and extensive demyelination beneath each of the ligatures \(^{(3)}\) with a resulting increase in the spontaneous action potential activity in primary afferent fibers \(^{(11, 24, 34, 67, 90)}\). The increase in spontaneous activity has been related to alterations in ion channel function \(^{(18, 33, 74)}\). Loss of myelin from neuronal membranes due to injury results in an upregulation of sodium, potassium, and possibly calcium channels in the expanded, myelin-free regions or dorsal root ganglia resulting in hypersensitivity and increased firing of the effected nerve \(^{(5, 11, 12, 14, 35, 63, 76, 86)}\). Areas of neuronal demyelination are also potential sites for the formation of ephaptic connections that are thought to be involved in the formation of repetitive stimulation loops within the area of injury \(^{(11, 13, 51, 62)}\). The indirect modulation
of sodium channels has been proposed as one of the possible mechanisms of action for gabapentin (79) and may be the source of gabapentin's effect in the CCI model. Carbamazepine is known to function through the reduction of central (42) and peripheral (28) posttetanic potentiation as well as through voltage-dependent sodium channel blockade (83). Although gabapentin has no direct effect on voltage-dependent sodium channel blockade (71), a similar increase in the pain threshold if produced by carbamazepine and gabapentin in the CCI model, although only suggestive, would be consistent with different mechanisms acting through a common site. Indeed, sodium channel blockade has been proposed as the primary, if not the only, mechanism through which neuropathic analgesia is mediated (31).

Gabapentin may produce its effect similarly in phase II of the formalin test. Following the initial local irritation and release of inflammatory mediators, formalin produces significant local tissue destruction altering the morphology of surrounding tissue and all neural elements within and closely adjacent to the site of injury (9). Acutely, formalin acts by cross-linking protein molecules and altering membrane permeability in adjacent viable membrane. As fixation proceeds during phase II of the formalin test, high frequency neuronal firing is initiated as a result of injury potentials related to the destruction of the terminal elements of all afferent neurons and demyelination of the distal segments of the A-β and A-δ fibers. The effect of gabapentin on the phase II response of the formalin test would appear to be mediated through the stabilization of hyperactive membranes in injured neuronal tissue perhaps in part through the modulation of altered sodium channel activity. During tissue repair,
regenerating, hypersensitive neuromas and viable demyelinated terminal neuronal segments with high sodium, potassium, and possibly calcium channel density extend into healing tissue and are more exquisitely sensitive to mechanical and thermal stimulation and to the influence of inflammatory mediators released at the site of tissue injury and tissue repair \((7, 10, 11, 33, 43, 45, 61, 75, 77, 78, 86, 91)\). In light of the effect of gabapentin on pain behaviors in the CCI and Chung models and in phase II of the formalin test, the hypersensitive membranes found in injured and healing neural tissue predictably may be responsive to treatment with gabapentin through the modulation of one or more of these altered channels \((15)\).

Since the increased firing of central pathways acutely is likely to be similar in each experimental model, it would seem that gabapentin’s primary influence on reducing pain of neuropathic quality is most likely mediated peripherally, however, it is possible that gabapentin mediates its effect centrally. CCI is known to alter GABAergic modulation of spinal dorsal horn neurons that produces heat-hyperalgesia \((23, 39, 50, 68)\). Although the heat-hyperalgesia is exacerbated by bicucullin, a GABA\(_A\)-receptor antagonist, is reduced by muscimol, a GABA\(_A\)-receptor agonist \((92, 93)\), and is relieved by baclofen, a GABA\(_B\)-receptor agonist \((66, 92)\), gabapentin does not act directly through either GABA\(_A\) or GABA\(_B\) receptors \((1, 32, 57, 69)\). If acting through GABAergic mechanisms, gabapentin is more likely to have an indirect effect on this central mechanism \((88)\), perhaps through the enhancement of GABA-mediated inhibition by augmenting GABA currents \((38, 56)\), enhancing GABA release \((20, 80)\), or by increasing glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) activity and the rate of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
synthesis (72, 73).

Gabapentin also binds to neurons in areas with high concentrations of glutamate synapses, such as layers I and II of neocortex, the dendritic layers of the hippocampus (CA1, CA2, and CA3 subfields and the dentate gyrus), and the molecular layers of the cerebellum (27, 69). It is probable that neuronal activity in these areas is reduced since each of the proposed mechanisms for gabapentin's effect have been to enhance glutamate degradation by increasing glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) activity and by reducing glutamate synthesis through inhibiting branched-chain amino acid aminotransferase (BCAT) activity (19, 29, 30, 38, 41, 54, 72, 73, 80). In the absence of altering the paw withdrawal threshold in the injected paws (present study), it is possible that gabapentin’s effect through these central supraspinal sites may reduce the cognitive and emotional contribution to nociception. Our observation that rats were able to sleep during phase II of the formalin test, is suggestive of some alteration in perhaps the more subtle affective component of pain. Furthermore, Singh et al. (65) have recently shown that gabapentin demonstrates antinociceptive and anxiolytic effects that are reversed by the intracerebroventricular administration of d-serine that is mediated through supraspinal mechanisms (32). Additionally, the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and the trigeminal nuclei, also have high concentrations of glutamate terminals and could well be a site for gabapentin’s indirect modulation of glutamate receptors at the glycine binding site of the NMDA receptor (2, 65). The similar augmentation of the afferent signal in each of the acute pain models under consideration, however, argues against these regions as a unique site of action. Subsequent changes in the dorsal
horn due to sprouting and/or loss of afferent modulating neurons associated with repetitive stimulation that are thought to contribute to the development of hyperalgesia and allodynia in neuropathic pain, could also explain how stimulation of even a few intact peripheral neurons could result in a suprathreshold influence over a larger population of neurons (39, 84, 85), but it is unlikely that these mechanisms play a significant role at such early stages following experimental manipulation.

In conclusion, gabapentin has been shown to have no effect on pain initiated by CFA-induced inflammation. It is likely that gabapentin's effect in the treatment of neuropathic pain is mediated through modulation of peripheral mechanisms related to the altered function of ion channels in damaged neurons. Such a mechanism suggests that the improved nociceptive pain in clinical reports may have an underlying neuropathic component that is reduced by gabapentin administration.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. The consistent relationship between baseline forepaw (circles) and hindpaw (squares) withdrawal latencies. Paw withdrawal latencies were determined for rats (n=126) as described in METHODS.

Figure 2. Control values for paw withdrawal before and after CFA injection. Rats (n=15) were tested for paw withdrawal latency before CFA injection. After CFA injection, normal saline was administered subcutaneously 1 hour prior to testing. A dramatic reduction in the withdrawal latency is noted in the injected paw that improves with time but latencies do not return to pre-injection values. Little effect is noted in non-injected paws.

Figure 3. Effect of gabapentin on paw withdrawal latencies. Groups of rats received gabapentin (40 mg/kg) (n=29) or normal saline (n=15) subcutaneously 1 hour prior to testing. The responses obtained following gabapentin administration are virtually identical to those obtained following normal saline administration.

Figure 4. Dose-response curves for gabapentin. Four groups of rats (n=12) were given gabapentin subcutaneously on 3 consecutive days, 6 days after the injection of CFA in doses ranging from 20-160 mg/kg 1 hour prior to testing. Responses are similar to those of saline injected controls. No clear dose-response relationship was observed. The response to ibuprofen (100 mg/kg) (n=12) was identical to that following gabapentin administration.

Figure 5. Effect of gabapentin, carbamazepine, and saline on paw withdrawal thresholds in CFA injected paws. Three groups of rats received a subcutaneous
injection of gabapentin (40 mg/kg) (n=18), carbamazepine (40 mg/kg) (n=18), or normal saline (n=15). Neither gabapentin nor carbamazepine produced a significant analgesic effect.

Figure 6. Effects of morphine, gabapentin, and ibuprofen on mean tail-flick latency. Morphine (10 mg/kg), gabapentin (40 mg/kg), or ibuprofen (40 mg/kg) was administered to rats (n=12) and then tested for tail-flick latency at the intervals indicated in METHODS. The greater than expected response to morphine is thought to be related to the paired housing of rats. Gabapentin and ibuprofen did not alter tail-flick response.

Figure 7. Effects of morphine, gabapentin, and ibuprofen on mean hotplate latency. The same rats used to determine tail-flick latencies depicted in Figure 6 were also tested for hotplate analgesic response 45 minutes after administration of drug. Latency to hotplate stimulation was prolonged 3-fold following morphine administration when compared to baseline. Responses following gabapentin and ibuprofen administration were not significantly different than baseline.

Figure 8. Effect of gabapentin on mean response in the formalin test. Two groups to 11 rats received subcutaneous injections of either gabapentin (160 mg/kg) or normal saline, 30 minutes prior to a subcutaneous injection of 5% formalin into the plantar surface of 1 hindpaw. Gabapentin reduced the time that the injected paw was elevated above the floor of the observation box during phase II (10-90) minutes) but not phase I (0-10 minutes) of the formalin test.

Figure 9. The effect of gabapentin on phase II of the formalin test was most
profound between 40 and 80 minutes after the formalin injection. A repeated measures, mixed design ANOVA resulted in a significant main effect for treatment ($p < 0.05$). Periods of statistically significant differences in aversive behavior between gabapentin-treated and saline-treated groups ($p = 0.05$) are indicated by an asterisk.
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